Main Tour, Adult, Double Occupancy
Single Supplement
Pre & Post-Tour Extensions
Hong Kong Pre-Extension
Huang Mountains Pre-Extension
Chengde Post-Extension
Xian Post-Extension

$5,990
$1,990

$1,990
$2,100
$1,390
$1,690

Single Supplement
Single Supplement
Single Supplement
Single Supplement

$595
$795
$395
$495

Roundtrip International Air available through Airtreks. For pricing, please contact Airtreks directly
at 415.977.7136 or at china-advocates@airtreks.com.
Private Airport Transfers upon arrival and departure are recommended and available through China
Advocates. Call 888.333.2585

Main Tour Includes: • Double occupancy accommodations • All meals listed in itinerary • All sightseeing, entertainment, and cultural activities listed in itinerary • Chinese airport taxes • All group air and ground transportation within
China • English-speaking Chinese local tour guides • Johns Hopkins Leaders (with a minimum of 15 participants) •
China Advocates’ national tour director (with a minimum of 10 participants) • Gratuities to local guides and drivers
on main tour • Preparatory materials
Not Included: • Domestic U.S. and international airfare • Gratuities to national tour director • Gratuities on extensions • Airport transfers and porterage • Visa processing • Meals not included in the tour • Excess baggage charges •
Travel insurance • Items of a personal nature

For more information, please contact China Advocates at 888-333-2585 or 415-334-4505
or email travel@china-advocates.com.
For Johns Hopkins related questions please call 1-800-548-5481.

Tour Reservation Form

Johns Hopkins University: China’s Changing Frontier
June 14–28, 2016

Enclosed is a deposit for $ ____________ ($700 per person) to hold ________ place(s). Please make
checks payable to China Advocates. Final payment is due March 16, 2016.

Name (1)___________________________________________________________________________
please print your name as it appears on your passport

Class/Year

Date of Birth

Name (2)___________________________________________________________________________
please print your name as it appears on your passport

Class/Year

Date of Birth

Address __________________________________________ City __________________________

State ______ Zip _______________ Phone: ___________________________________________
Alt. Phone: _____________________________ E-mail: ________________________________
Optional Extensions:

Accommodations:
Bed Request:

Double

One Bed

Hong Kong Pre-Tour
Chengde Post-Tour
Single

Two Beds

Huang Mountains Pre-Tour
Xian Post-Tour

I need assistance in securing a roommate.

(I understand that if a roommate cannot be secured for me,
I agree to pay the single supplement fee(s).)

Non-Smoker

Smoker (based on availability)

***All rooms will be requested as non-smoking unless otherwise advised.

Note: A small portion of the cost of your trip supports the Johns Hopkins Alumni Travel Program.

Eligibility: At least one member of the traveling party is required to make a sustaining financial contribution
of $50 or more to the Johns Hopkins Alumni Association within the fiscal year. Please visit
alumni.jhu.edu/support.
I/We understand that, by signing below, I/we acknowledge that the Terms and Conditions section of this
brochure has been read and accepted.

Signature ______________________________________________________ Date ______________

Signature ______________________________________________________ Date ______________
Credit Card Payment (Deposit and/or Membership fee only):

Card Number:__________________________________ Exp. Date _________CVV Code________

(Final Balance must be paid by check, payable to China Advocates)

(Visa/MC 3 digits on back,
Amex 4 digits on front)

Signature ______________________________________________________ Date ______________
Mail, fax, or email reservation form with deposit to

China Advocates • 3843 Brickway Blvd. Suite 210 • Santa Rosa, CA • 95403
fax: 415. 841.1790 • email: travel@china-advocates.com

F AC ULT Y L EADER S

P I CTURE SQ UE C HI NA

Enriching Your Experience with Extraordinary Experts

Experience the Delights of a Well-Crafted Tour

P R O F E S S O R H U A TA O

Hua Tao (华涛) currently serves as Professor of
Chinese Studies at the HNC and Professor and
Doctoral Advisor at Nanjing University’s
Nationalities and Border Areas Research Institute. An
expert on the history and contemporary development
of China’s northwestern minorities and on the
history of Islam in China, he has taught at the HNC
since 1994. He authored a volume on the history of
China’s western regions from the eight to 10th
centuries and has published articles in various
academic outlets such as Journal of Asian History (in
English), Les cahiers de studia iranica (English), Eurasian Studies (English),
Historical Research (历史研究), Ethno-national Studies (民族研究), Ethnologia (民族
学界[Taiwan]), Studies in World Religions (世界宗教研究), The Journal of Hui
Muslim Minority Studies《回族研究》, The Journal of Xinjiang University《新疆大
学学报》, The Journal of Western Region Studies《西域研究》and The Journal of
Central Asia《中亚学刊》.
Professor Hua will lecture on the following topics: Debates over Ethnic Cultures in Yunnan and
China; Muslim Architecture of Yunnan; What Are the Implications of Mongol’s Conquest of Dali
and then China; Why is Naxi a Minzu.

P R O F E S S O R D AV I D M . LA M P TO N

David M. Lampton serves as the George and Sadie Hyman
Professor and Director of China Studies at The Johns
Hopkins University Paul H. Nitze School of Advanced
International Studies. He is also Chairman of The Asia
Foundation. Before assuming those posts, he was
Founding Director of the China Studies Program at The
Nixon Center (now the Center for the National Interest)
from 1998-2006, President of the National Committee on
U.S.-China Relations from 1988-1997, Founding Director of
the China Policy Program at the American Enterprise
Institute from 1985-1988, and Associate Professor of
Political Science at The Ohio State University, where he
started his academic career in 1974.
An expert on Chinese domestic politics and U.S.-China relations, his research
interests span topics as broad as the politics of healthcare, water, urbanization, and
hydroelectric and nuclear energy. His most recent book is Following the Leader: Ruling
China, from Deng Xiaoping to Xi Jinping (University of California Press, 2014), and his
articles have appeared in numerous journals and magazines such as Foreign Affairs,
The New York Times, and the Chinese magaizine Caijing. He has testified before
Senate and House committees of the U.S. Congress and made many media
appearances.
He received his Ph.D. and undergraduate degrees from Stanford University. In
June 2010 he received the inaugural Scalapino Prize awarded by the National Bureau
of Asian Research and the Woodrow Wilson International Center for Scholars for
“exceptional contributions to America’s understanding of the vast changes
underway in Asia and commitment to bridging the gap between academe and
policy.” He now serves on the advisory boards of the National Bureau of Asian
Research and the U.S.-China Education Trust.
Professor Lampton will lecture on the following topics: Chinese-American Cooperation in
World War II and Its Legacy for U.S.-China Cooperation Today; Asia's Water Tower, Water
Problems, and Dam Building in China.

Dear Alumni and Friends,

Join Johns Hopkins’ superb China experts—professors Hua Tao and David M.
Lampton—on a fascinating exploration of China’s changing frontier.
This travel program is scheduled to coincide with the celebration of the 30th
anniversary of the Hopkins-Nanjing Center (HNC), a collaborative initiative
between Johns Hopkins University and Nanjing University. Founded in 1986, the
HNC is the first educational joint venture in modern China. At its founding in 1986,
the HNC initially drew over 60 students. Today, the HNC attracts 180 students a
year (80 non-Chinese, 100 Chinese) and boasts more than 2,600 alumni.
Start the journey in Shanghai, a historic city leading China’s rapid
modernization. In Nanjing see the major highlights as well as attend a syposium at
the HNC with sessions on international finance; energy, resources and the
environment; and U.S.-China relations followed by a Convocation and
Commemoration Ceremony. Then, fly southwest to Yunnan Province, famous for its
stunning alpine forests, pristine glaciers, and colorful minority villages. Explore the
capital of Yunnan province, Kunming, and visit the Flying Tiger’s Museum, a
testament to the region’s vital role to Allied and Japanese forces during WW II. Visit
Xiaowan Dam, the world's second highest arch dam and the third largest
hydroelectric power station in China, and learn about the dam’s impact on the local
community. Learn about Muslim architecture and influence along the Tea Horse
Road, China’s ancient trade route with Tibet and an important supply route
between India and China during WW II. Be immersed in traditional Chinese life
with a stay at the beautiful Linden Centre, a meticulously restored historic
courtyard mansion founded by fellow JHU alum, Brian Linden HNC ‘88. End in the
imperial capital, Beijing, where historic monuments and modern towers mingle
together to create a grand city like no other.
Professors Hua and Lampton along with your local guides will prove
resourceful travel companions, with
insightful commentary that gives context
to the China you will see. Since space is
limited, be sure to get your reservation in
today!

AIR: Air cancellations and penalties are based on
each carrier and ticket. Be sure to review these
policies before purchasing air via Airtreks. China
Advocates, Inc., and Johns Hopkins University
are not responsible for any penalties incurred due
to air changes or cancellations.

CANCELLATIONS: No cancellation is valid until it
is received in writing by the office of China
Advocates. Cancellation penalties are based on
the date of receipt of written notice and are as
follows: 91 or more days prior to departure, a
cancellation fee of $500 per person is retained;
90-46 days prior to departure, $1,500 per
person; 45-31 days prior to departure, $2,500
per person; 30-0 days prior to departure, no
refund is made.
Cancellation penalties for additional hotel nights,
hotel and cruise ship room upgrades, tour extensions, and any special arrangements, are as follows: 50-31 days prior to departure, 25% of
cost is retained; 30-0 days prior to departure,
no refund is made.

RESPONSIBILITIES: China Advocates, Inc., and
Johns Hopkins University act only as agents for
the various carriers for which tickets are provided
and assumes no responsibility or liability in connection
with the service of any train, vessel, carriage, aircraft,
motor vehicle or other conveyance which may be used
either wholly or in part, in the performance of their duty to
the passenger. Neither will they be responsible for any act,
error, or omission or for any injury, loss, accident, delay or
irregularity which may be occasioned by a reason of any
defect in any vehicles, or through neglect or default of any
company or person engaged in conveying the passenger,
or for any hotel proprietor, hotel service or restaurant, or
for any other person engaged in carrying out the purpose
for which tickets or coupons are issued. In the event it
becomes necessary or advisable for the comfort or well
being of the passengers, or for any reason whatsoever, to
alter itinerary or arrangements, such alterations may be
made without penalty to the operators. The right is reserved to withdraw any or all tours should conditions
warrant, also to decline to accept or retain any passengers
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as members for the tours. In such instances, there may be
no refund for unused portions of the tour. Refunds for
unused carrier tickets may be only in accordance with the
regulations of the carrier. CST 2064278-40. Registration
as a seller of travel does not constitute approval by the
State of California. All legal questions will be settled
within the jurisdiction of the County of San Francisco,
California.

VISA: To obtain a Chinese visa, a passport is required that
is valid for at least six months beyond the duration of the
tour. Travelers are responsible for their own visas.
Trip cancellation insurance is highly recommended
and available. You will receive travel insurance information once you are confirmed on the program.
Itinerary is subject to modification.

Prices are subject to change without notice.

IN CELEBRATION OF THE 30TH A NNIVERSARY OF
THE HOPKINS-NANJING CENTER

Best regards,

Marguerite Jones A&S ‘74, Bus ‘88
Travel Program Director
Johns Hopkins University

CHINA’S CHANGING FRONTIER

3400 N. Charles Street
San Martin Center, 2nd Floor
Baltimore, MD 21218-2696

• Rates are per person and do not include international air:

TERMS & CONDITIONS
RESERVATIONS: Bookings are subject to the terms
and conditions mentioned in these sections. By
placing a deposit you agree to the terms and
conditions listed herein. To confirm your reservation, a deposit of $700 per person is required.
Credit card payment is accepted for the deposit
only; final balance must be paid by check.

Presorted Standard
U.S. Postage
PAID
Oakland, CA
Permit No. 379

T O UR C O ST

June 14–28, 2016

S HANGHAI • N ANJING • K UNMING • X IAOWAN D AM • W EISHAN •
D ONGLIANHUA V ILLAGE • X IZHOU V ILLAGE • D ALI • B EIJING
Temple of Heaven, Beijing

Main Tour, Adult, Double Occupancy
Single Supplement
Pre & Post-Tour Extensions
Hong Kong Pre-Extension
Huang Mountains Pre-Extension
Chengde Post-Extension
Xian Post-Extension

$5,990
$1,990

$1,990
$2,100
$1,390
$1,690

Single Supplement
Single Supplement
Single Supplement
Single Supplement

$595
$795
$395
$495

Roundtrip International Air available through Airtreks. For pricing, please contact Airtreks directly
at 415.977.7136 or at china-advocates@airtreks.com.
Private Airport Transfers upon arrival and departure are recommended and available through China
Advocates. Call 888.333.2585

Main Tour Includes: • Double occupancy accommodations • All meals listed in itinerary • All sightseeing, entertainment, and cultural activities listed in itinerary • Chinese airport taxes • All group air and ground transportation within
China • English-speaking Chinese local tour guides • Johns Hopkins Leaders (with a minimum of 15 participants) •
China Advocates’ national tour director (with a minimum of 10 participants) • Gratuities to local guides and drivers
on main tour • Preparatory materials
Not Included: • Domestic U.S. and international airfare • Gratuities to national tour director • Gratuities on extensions • Airport transfers and porterage • Visa processing • Meals not included in the tour • Excess baggage charges •
Travel insurance • Items of a personal nature

For more information, please contact China Advocates at 888-333-2585 or 415-334-4505
or email travel@china-advocates.com.
For Johns Hopkins related questions please call 1-800-548-5481.

Tour Reservation Form

Johns Hopkins University: China’s Changing Frontier
June 14–28, 2016

Enclosed is a deposit for $ ____________ ($700 per person) to hold ________ place(s). Please make
checks payable to China Advocates. Final payment is due March 16, 2016.

Name (1)___________________________________________________________________________
please print your name as it appears on your passport

Class/Year

Date of Birth

Name (2)___________________________________________________________________________
please print your name as it appears on your passport

Class/Year

Date of Birth

Address __________________________________________ City __________________________

State ______ Zip _______________ Phone: ___________________________________________
Alt. Phone: _____________________________ E-mail: ________________________________
Optional Extensions:

Accommodations:
Bed Request:

Double

One Bed

Hong Kong Pre-Tour
Chengde Post-Tour
Single

Two Beds

Huang Mountains Pre-Tour
Xian Post-Tour

I need assistance in securing a roommate.

(I understand that if a roommate cannot be secured for me,
I agree to pay the single supplement fee(s).)

Non-Smoker

Smoker (based on availability)

***All rooms will be requested as non-smoking unless otherwise advised.

Note: A small portion of the cost of your trip supports the Johns Hopkins Alumni Travel Program.

Eligibility: At least one member of the traveling party is required to make a sustaining financial contribution
of $50 or more to the Johns Hopkins Alumni Association within the fiscal year. Please visit
alumni.jhu.edu/support.
I/We understand that, by signing below, I/we acknowledge that the Terms and Conditions section of this
brochure has been read and accepted.

Signature ______________________________________________________ Date ______________

Signature ______________________________________________________ Date ______________
Credit Card Payment (Deposit and/or Membership fee only):

Card Number:__________________________________ Exp. Date _________CVV Code________

(Final Balance must be paid by check, payable to China Advocates)

(Visa/MC 3 digits on back,
Amex 4 digits on front)

Signature ______________________________________________________ Date ______________
Mail, fax, or email reservation form with deposit to

China Advocates • 3843 Brickway Blvd. Suite 210 • Santa Rosa, CA • 95403
fax: 415. 841.1790 • email: travel@china-advocates.com

F AC ULT Y L EADER S

P I CTURE SQ UE C HI NA

Enriching Your Experience with Extraordinary Experts

Experience the Delights of a Well-Crafted Tour

P R O F E S S O R H U A TA O

Hua Tao (华涛) currently serves as Professor of
Chinese Studies at the HNC and Professor and
Doctoral Advisor at Nanjing University’s
Nationalities and Border Areas Research Institute. An
expert on the history and contemporary development
of China’s northwestern minorities and on the
history of Islam in China, he has taught at the HNC
since 1994. He authored a volume on the history of
China’s western regions from the eight to 10th
centuries and has published articles in various
academic outlets such as Journal of Asian History (in
English), Les cahiers de studia iranica (English), Eurasian Studies (English),
Historical Research (历史研究), Ethno-national Studies (民族研究), Ethnologia (民族
学界[Taiwan]), Studies in World Religions (世界宗教研究), The Journal of Hui
Muslim Minority Studies《回族研究》, The Journal of Xinjiang University《新疆大
学学报》, The Journal of Western Region Studies《西域研究》and The Journal of
Central Asia《中亚学刊》.
Professor Hua will lecture on the following topics: Debates over Ethnic Cultures in Yunnan and
China; Muslim Architecture of Yunnan; What Are the Implications of Mongol’s Conquest of Dali
and then China; Why is Naxi a Minzu.

P R O F E S S O R D AV I D M . LA M P TO N

David M. Lampton serves as the George and Sadie Hyman
Professor and Director of China Studies at The Johns
Hopkins University Paul H. Nitze School of Advanced
International Studies. He is also Chairman of The Asia
Foundation. Before assuming those posts, he was
Founding Director of the China Studies Program at The
Nixon Center (now the Center for the National Interest)
from 1998-2006, President of the National Committee on
U.S.-China Relations from 1988-1997, Founding Director of
the China Policy Program at the American Enterprise
Institute from 1985-1988, and Associate Professor of
Political Science at The Ohio State University, where he
started his academic career in 1974.
An expert on Chinese domestic politics and U.S.-China relations, his research
interests span topics as broad as the politics of healthcare, water, urbanization, and
hydroelectric and nuclear energy. His most recent book is Following the Leader: Ruling
China, from Deng Xiaoping to Xi Jinping (University of California Press, 2014), and his
articles have appeared in numerous journals and magazines such as Foreign Affairs,
The New York Times, and the Chinese magaizine Caijing. He has testified before
Senate and House committees of the U.S. Congress and made many media
appearances.
He received his Ph.D. and undergraduate degrees from Stanford University. In
June 2010 he received the inaugural Scalapino Prize awarded by the National Bureau
of Asian Research and the Woodrow Wilson International Center for Scholars for
“exceptional contributions to America’s understanding of the vast changes
underway in Asia and commitment to bridging the gap between academe and
policy.” He now serves on the advisory boards of the National Bureau of Asian
Research and the U.S.-China Education Trust.
Professor Lampton will lecture on the following topics: Chinese-American Cooperation in
World War II and Its Legacy for U.S.-China Cooperation Today; Asia's Water Tower, Water
Problems, and Dam Building in China.

Dear Alumni and Friends,

Join Johns Hopkins’ superb China experts—professors Hua Tao and David M.
Lampton—on a fascinating exploration of China’s changing frontier.
This travel program is scheduled to coincide with the celebration of the 30th
anniversary of the Hopkins-Nanjing Center (HNC), a collaborative initiative
between Johns Hopkins University and Nanjing University. Founded in 1986, the
HNC is the first educational joint venture in modern China. At its founding in 1986,
the HNC initially drew over 60 students. Today, the HNC attracts 180 students a
year (80 non-Chinese, 100 Chinese) and boasts more than 2,600 alumni.
Start the journey in Shanghai, a historic city leading China’s rapid
modernization. In Nanjing see the major highlights as well as attend a syposium at
the HNC with sessions on international finance; energy, resources and the
environment; and U.S.-China relations followed by a Convocation and
Commemoration Ceremony. Then, fly southwest to Yunnan Province, famous for its
stunning alpine forests, pristine glaciers, and colorful minority villages. Explore the
capital of Yunnan province, Kunming, and visit the Flying Tiger’s Museum, a
testament to the region’s vital role to Allied and Japanese forces during WW II. Visit
Xiaowan Dam, the world's second highest arch dam and the third largest
hydroelectric power station in China, and learn about the dam’s impact on the local
community. Learn about Muslim architecture and influence along the Tea Horse
Road, China’s ancient trade route with Tibet and an important supply route
between India and China during WW II. Be immersed in traditional Chinese life
with a stay at the beautiful Linden Centre, a meticulously restored historic
courtyard mansion founded by fellow JHU alum, Brian Linden HNC ‘88. End in the
imperial capital, Beijing, where historic monuments and modern towers mingle
together to create a grand city like no other.
Professors Hua and Lampton along with your local guides will prove
resourceful travel companions, with
insightful commentary that gives context
to the China you will see. Since space is
limited, be sure to get your reservation in
today!

AIR: Air cancellations and penalties are based on
each carrier and ticket. Be sure to review these
policies before purchasing air via Airtreks. China
Advocates, Inc., and Johns Hopkins University
are not responsible for any penalties incurred due
to air changes or cancellations.

CANCELLATIONS: No cancellation is valid until it
is received in writing by the office of China
Advocates. Cancellation penalties are based on
the date of receipt of written notice and are as
follows: 91 or more days prior to departure, a
cancellation fee of $500 per person is retained;
90-46 days prior to departure, $1,500 per
person; 45-31 days prior to departure, $2,500
per person; 30-0 days prior to departure, no
refund is made.
Cancellation penalties for additional hotel nights,
hotel and cruise ship room upgrades, tour extensions, and any special arrangements, are as follows: 50-31 days prior to departure, 25% of
cost is retained; 30-0 days prior to departure,
no refund is made.

RESPONSIBILITIES: China Advocates, Inc., and
Johns Hopkins University act only as agents for
the various carriers for which tickets are provided
and assumes no responsibility or liability in connection
with the service of any train, vessel, carriage, aircraft,
motor vehicle or other conveyance which may be used
either wholly or in part, in the performance of their duty to
the passenger. Neither will they be responsible for any act,
error, or omission or for any injury, loss, accident, delay or
irregularity which may be occasioned by a reason of any
defect in any vehicles, or through neglect or default of any
company or person engaged in conveying the passenger,
or for any hotel proprietor, hotel service or restaurant, or
for any other person engaged in carrying out the purpose
for which tickets or coupons are issued. In the event it
becomes necessary or advisable for the comfort or well
being of the passengers, or for any reason whatsoever, to
alter itinerary or arrangements, such alterations may be
made without penalty to the operators. The right is reserved to withdraw any or all tours should conditions
warrant, also to decline to accept or retain any passengers

T HE A NCIE NT C UL T URES & N AT URAL W O NDERS
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as members for the tours. In such instances, there may be
no refund for unused portions of the tour. Refunds for
unused carrier tickets may be only in accordance with the
regulations of the carrier. CST 2064278-40. Registration
as a seller of travel does not constitute approval by the
State of California. All legal questions will be settled
within the jurisdiction of the County of San Francisco,
California.

VISA: To obtain a Chinese visa, a passport is required that
is valid for at least six months beyond the duration of the
tour. Travelers are responsible for their own visas.
Trip cancellation insurance is highly recommended
and available. You will receive travel insurance information once you are confirmed on the program.
Itinerary is subject to modification.

Prices are subject to change without notice.

IN CELEBRATION OF THE 30TH A NNIVERSARY OF
THE HOPKINS-NANJING CENTER

Best regards,

Marguerite Jones A&S ‘74, Bus ‘88
Travel Program Director
Johns Hopkins University

CHINA’S CHANGING FRONTIER

3400 N. Charles Street
San Martin Center, 2nd Floor
Baltimore, MD 21218-2696

• Rates are per person and do not include international air:

TERMS & CONDITIONS
RESERVATIONS: Bookings are subject to the terms
and conditions mentioned in these sections. By
placing a deposit you agree to the terms and
conditions listed herein. To confirm your reservation, a deposit of $700 per person is required.
Credit card payment is accepted for the deposit
only; final balance must be paid by check.
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T O UR C O ST

June 14–28, 2016

S HANGHAI • N ANJING • K UNMING • X IAOWAN D AM • W EISHAN •
D ONGLIANHUA V ILLAGE • X IZHOU V ILLAGE • D ALI • B EIJING
Temple of Heaven, Beijing

Main Tour, Adult, Double Occupancy
Single Supplement
Pre & Post-Tour Extensions
Hong Kong Pre-Extension
Huang Mountains Pre-Extension
Chengde Post-Extension
Xian Post-Extension

$5,990
$1,990

$1,990
$2,100
$1,390
$1,690

Single Supplement
Single Supplement
Single Supplement
Single Supplement

$595
$795
$395
$495

Roundtrip International Air available through Airtreks. For pricing, please contact Airtreks directly
at 415.977.7136 or at china-advocates@airtreks.com.
Private Airport Transfers upon arrival and departure are recommended and available through China
Advocates. Call 888.333.2585

Main Tour Includes: • Double occupancy accommodations • All meals listed in itinerary • All sightseeing, entertainment, and cultural activities listed in itinerary • Chinese airport taxes • All group air and ground transportation within
China • English-speaking Chinese local tour guides • Johns Hopkins Leaders (with a minimum of 15 participants) •
China Advocates’ national tour director (with a minimum of 10 participants) • Gratuities to local guides and drivers
on main tour • Preparatory materials
Not Included: • Domestic U.S. and international airfare • Gratuities to national tour director • Gratuities on extensions • Airport transfers and porterage • Visa processing • Meals not included in the tour • Excess baggage charges •
Travel insurance • Items of a personal nature

For more information, please contact China Advocates at 888-333-2585 or 415-334-4505
or email travel@china-advocates.com.
For Johns Hopkins related questions please call 1-800-548-5481.

Tour Reservation Form

Johns Hopkins University: China’s Changing Frontier
June 14–28, 2016

Enclosed is a deposit for $ ____________ ($700 per person) to hold ________ place(s). Please make
checks payable to China Advocates. Final payment is due March 16, 2016.

Name (1)___________________________________________________________________________
please print your name as it appears on your passport

Class/Year

Date of Birth

Name (2)___________________________________________________________________________
please print your name as it appears on your passport

Class/Year

Date of Birth

Address __________________________________________ City __________________________

State ______ Zip _______________ Phone: ___________________________________________
Alt. Phone: _____________________________ E-mail: ________________________________
Optional Extensions:

Accommodations:
Bed Request:

Double

One Bed

Hong Kong Pre-Tour
Chengde Post-Tour
Single

Two Beds

Huang Mountains Pre-Tour
Xian Post-Tour

I need assistance in securing a roommate.

(I understand that if a roommate cannot be secured for me,
I agree to pay the single supplement fee(s).)

Non-Smoker

Smoker (based on availability)

***All rooms will be requested as non-smoking unless otherwise advised.

Note: A small portion of the cost of your trip supports the Johns Hopkins Alumni Travel Program.

Eligibility: At least one member of the traveling party is required to make a sustaining financial contribution
of $50 or more to the Johns Hopkins Alumni Association within the fiscal year. Please visit
alumni.jhu.edu/support.
I/We understand that, by signing below, I/we acknowledge that the Terms and Conditions section of this
brochure has been read and accepted.

Signature ______________________________________________________ Date ______________

Signature ______________________________________________________ Date ______________
Credit Card Payment (Deposit and/or Membership fee only):

Card Number:__________________________________ Exp. Date _________CVV Code________

(Final Balance must be paid by check, payable to China Advocates)

(Visa/MC 3 digits on back,
Amex 4 digits on front)

Signature ______________________________________________________ Date ______________
Mail, fax, or email reservation form with deposit to

China Advocates • 3843 Brickway Blvd. Suite 210 • Santa Rosa, CA • 95403
fax: 415. 841.1790 • email: travel@china-advocates.com

F AC ULT Y L EADER S

P I CTURE SQ UE C HI NA

Enriching Your Experience with Extraordinary Experts

Experience the Delights of a Well-Crafted Tour

P R O F E S S O R H U A TA O

Hua Tao (华涛) currently serves as Professor of
Chinese Studies at the HNC and Professor and
Doctoral Advisor at Nanjing University’s
Nationalities and Border Areas Research Institute. An
expert on the history and contemporary development
of China’s northwestern minorities and on the
history of Islam in China, he has taught at the HNC
since 1994. He authored a volume on the history of
China’s western regions from the eight to 10th
centuries and has published articles in various
academic outlets such as Journal of Asian History (in
English), Les cahiers de studia iranica (English), Eurasian Studies (English),
Historical Research (历史研究), Ethno-national Studies (民族研究), Ethnologia (民族
学界[Taiwan]), Studies in World Religions (世界宗教研究), The Journal of Hui
Muslim Minority Studies《回族研究》, The Journal of Xinjiang University《新疆大
学学报》, The Journal of Western Region Studies《西域研究》and The Journal of
Central Asia《中亚学刊》.
Professor Hua will lecture on the following topics: Debates over Ethnic Cultures in Yunnan and
China; Muslim Architecture of Yunnan; What Are the Implications of Mongol’s Conquest of Dali
and then China; Why is Naxi a Minzu.

P R O F E S S O R D AV I D M . LA M P TO N

David M. Lampton serves as the George and Sadie Hyman
Professor and Director of China Studies at The Johns
Hopkins University Paul H. Nitze School of Advanced
International Studies. He is also Chairman of The Asia
Foundation. Before assuming those posts, he was
Founding Director of the China Studies Program at The
Nixon Center (now the Center for the National Interest)
from 1998-2006, President of the National Committee on
U.S.-China Relations from 1988-1997, Founding Director of
the China Policy Program at the American Enterprise
Institute from 1985-1988, and Associate Professor of
Political Science at The Ohio State University, where he
started his academic career in 1974.
An expert on Chinese domestic politics and U.S.-China relations, his research
interests span topics as broad as the politics of healthcare, water, urbanization, and
hydroelectric and nuclear energy. His most recent book is Following the Leader: Ruling
China, from Deng Xiaoping to Xi Jinping (University of California Press, 2014), and his
articles have appeared in numerous journals and magazines such as Foreign Affairs,
The New York Times, and the Chinese magaizine Caijing. He has testified before
Senate and House committees of the U.S. Congress and made many media
appearances.
He received his Ph.D. and undergraduate degrees from Stanford University. In
June 2010 he received the inaugural Scalapino Prize awarded by the National Bureau
of Asian Research and the Woodrow Wilson International Center for Scholars for
“exceptional contributions to America’s understanding of the vast changes
underway in Asia and commitment to bridging the gap between academe and
policy.” He now serves on the advisory boards of the National Bureau of Asian
Research and the U.S.-China Education Trust.
Professor Lampton will lecture on the following topics: Chinese-American Cooperation in
World War II and Its Legacy for U.S.-China Cooperation Today; Asia's Water Tower, Water
Problems, and Dam Building in China.

Dear Alumni and Friends,

Join Johns Hopkins’ superb China experts—professors Hua Tao and David M.
Lampton—on a fascinating exploration of China’s changing frontier.
This travel program is scheduled to coincide with the celebration of the 30th
anniversary of the Hopkins-Nanjing Center (HNC), a collaborative initiative
between Johns Hopkins University and Nanjing University. Founded in 1986, the
HNC is the first educational joint venture in modern China. At its founding in 1986,
the HNC initially drew over 60 students. Today, the HNC attracts 180 students a
year (80 non-Chinese, 100 Chinese) and boasts more than 2,600 alumni.
Start the journey in Shanghai, a historic city leading China’s rapid
modernization. In Nanjing see the major highlights as well as attend a syposium at
the HNC with sessions on international finance; energy, resources and the
environment; and U.S.-China relations followed by a Convocation and
Commemoration Ceremony. Then, fly southwest to Yunnan Province, famous for its
stunning alpine forests, pristine glaciers, and colorful minority villages. Explore the
capital of Yunnan province, Kunming, and visit the Flying Tiger’s Museum, a
testament to the region’s vital role to Allied and Japanese forces during WW II. Visit
Xiaowan Dam, the world's second highest arch dam and the third largest
hydroelectric power station in China, and learn about the dam’s impact on the local
community. Learn about Muslim architecture and influence along the Tea Horse
Road, China’s ancient trade route with Tibet and an important supply route
between India and China during WW II. Be immersed in traditional Chinese life
with a stay at the beautiful Linden Centre, a meticulously restored historic
courtyard mansion founded by fellow JHU alum, Brian Linden HNC ‘88. End in the
imperial capital, Beijing, where historic monuments and modern towers mingle
together to create a grand city like no other.
Professors Hua and Lampton along with your local guides will prove
resourceful travel companions, with
insightful commentary that gives context
to the China you will see. Since space is
limited, be sure to get your reservation in
today!

AIR: Air cancellations and penalties are based on
each carrier and ticket. Be sure to review these
policies before purchasing air via Airtreks. China
Advocates, Inc., and Johns Hopkins University
are not responsible for any penalties incurred due
to air changes or cancellations.

CANCELLATIONS: No cancellation is valid until it
is received in writing by the office of China
Advocates. Cancellation penalties are based on
the date of receipt of written notice and are as
follows: 91 or more days prior to departure, a
cancellation fee of $500 per person is retained;
90-46 days prior to departure, $1,500 per
person; 45-31 days prior to departure, $2,500
per person; 30-0 days prior to departure, no
refund is made.
Cancellation penalties for additional hotel nights,
hotel and cruise ship room upgrades, tour extensions, and any special arrangements, are as follows: 50-31 days prior to departure, 25% of
cost is retained; 30-0 days prior to departure,
no refund is made.

RESPONSIBILITIES: China Advocates, Inc., and
Johns Hopkins University act only as agents for
the various carriers for which tickets are provided
and assumes no responsibility or liability in connection
with the service of any train, vessel, carriage, aircraft,
motor vehicle or other conveyance which may be used
either wholly or in part, in the performance of their duty to
the passenger. Neither will they be responsible for any act,
error, or omission or for any injury, loss, accident, delay or
irregularity which may be occasioned by a reason of any
defect in any vehicles, or through neglect or default of any
company or person engaged in conveying the passenger,
or for any hotel proprietor, hotel service or restaurant, or
for any other person engaged in carrying out the purpose
for which tickets or coupons are issued. In the event it
becomes necessary or advisable for the comfort or well
being of the passengers, or for any reason whatsoever, to
alter itinerary or arrangements, such alterations may be
made without penalty to the operators. The right is reserved to withdraw any or all tours should conditions
warrant, also to decline to accept or retain any passengers

T HE A NCIE NT C UL T URES & N AT URAL W O NDERS
WITH PROFESSORS

OF

Y UNN AN

D AV I D M . L A M P T O N & H U A TA O

as members for the tours. In such instances, there may be
no refund for unused portions of the tour. Refunds for
unused carrier tickets may be only in accordance with the
regulations of the carrier. CST 2064278-40. Registration
as a seller of travel does not constitute approval by the
State of California. All legal questions will be settled
within the jurisdiction of the County of San Francisco,
California.

VISA: To obtain a Chinese visa, a passport is required that
is valid for at least six months beyond the duration of the
tour. Travelers are responsible for their own visas.
Trip cancellation insurance is highly recommended
and available. You will receive travel insurance information once you are confirmed on the program.
Itinerary is subject to modification.

Prices are subject to change without notice.

IN CELEBRATION OF THE 30TH A NNIVERSARY OF
THE HOPKINS-NANJING CENTER

Best regards,

Marguerite Jones A&S ‘74, Bus ‘88
Travel Program Director
Johns Hopkins University

CHINA’S CHANGING FRONTIER

3400 N. Charles Street
San Martin Center, 2nd Floor
Baltimore, MD 21218-2696

• Rates are per person and do not include international air:

TERMS & CONDITIONS
RESERVATIONS: Bookings are subject to the terms
and conditions mentioned in these sections. By
placing a deposit you agree to the terms and
conditions listed herein. To confirm your reservation, a deposit of $700 per person is required.
Credit card payment is accepted for the deposit
only; final balance must be paid by check.

Presorted Standard
U.S. Postage
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Oakland, CA
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June 14–28, 2016
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Temple of Heaven, Beijing

C US TO MIZ E Y O UR O W N C HINA E XPERIE NCE
P RE -T O UR E XT EN SIO NS
Come to China Early

DELIGHT

OF

HONG KON G HARBOR

June 12–15, 2016*

*dates include 2 days of international travel

The Delights of Hong Kong Harbor
extension combines captivating
sightseeing experiences with ample
free time for personal exploration to
create the perfect beginning for your
China tour.
Stand in awe of the incredible views
from atop Victoria peak, ride a sampan
to the Aberdeen Floating Village, and
explore the Sheung Wang market for a
glimpse at traditional beaty and health
aids.
With a magical skyline as backdrop,
there is no end to the fascination of this
self-styled World City. Museums, night
life, extraordinary cuisine, endless
shopping, unexpected discoveries—life
here is like no other.
Travel Dates for Hong Kong Extension
June 12 • Depart the U.S. for Hong Kong
June 13 • Arrive Hong Kong
June 14 • Hong Kong
June 15 • Fly Hong Kong to Shanghai (included)

Accommodations: Shangri-La, Kowloon (2 nights)
*You will receive a detailed itinerary upon enrollment

Yi Ethnic Minority

C H INA ’ S C H AN GIN G F R ONTIER
ITINERARY

THE SUBLIME HUA NG MOUN TAINS
& A NCIENT H UIZ HOU VILLAG ES
June 10–15, 2016*

*dates include 2 days of international travel

Take a one-hour flight from Shanghai
and explore Anhui Province and its
idyllic landscape of rice paddies, Ming
and Qing dynasty villages, and
dynastic market center. Discover
traditional Anhui life in Hong and
Guanlu villages. Then, visit the crown
jewels of the region, the Huang
Mountains. The beauty of the granite
precipices towering above the
morning valley fog has provided
inspiration to Chinese artists for
centuries.Visit ancient Chinese villages
that are still marked by the old
rhythms of rural life, in many cases a
life unchanged for hundreds of years.
Travel Dates for the Huang Mountains Extension
June 10 • Depart the U.S. for Shanghai
June 11 • Arrive Shanghai
June 12 • Fly Shanghai to Tunxi
June 13 • Tunxi
June 14 • Tunxi - Huangshan
June 15 • Huangshan - Tunxi - Shanghai
Accommodations: Ritz-Carlton Portman, Shanghai (1
night), Crowne Plaza, Tunxi (2 nights), Xihai Hotel,
Huangshan (1 nightt)
*You will receive a detailed itinerary upon enrollment

June 14–15 • U.S.–Shanghai
Depart the U.S. for Shanghai. Arrive the
next day and transfer to the hotel. (meals
aloft)
• Accommodations at Portman Ritz-Carlton
(2 nights)
June 16 • Shanghai
In the morning, tour Yuyuan Gardens,
designed in six unique parts, making the
garden seem much larger than it really is.
You will find one of the best Ming
rockeries here, and strolling the zigzag
bridge to Huxingting Teahouse is a
delight.
Tour the Shanghai Museum and view its
wonderful collection of Chinese ceramics,
paintings and furniture.
Lunch is at Ding Tai Feng Restaurant,
featuring fine Shanghai dim sum.
In the afternoon, tour the Pudong
economic district and ride the elevator to
the top of the highest building in Asia, the
World Financial Tower, for a bird’s-eye
view of the old and new Shanghai by the
Huangpu River.
The rest of the day is free for personal
exploration. In the evening, enjoy a
welcome banquet at Xijiahuayuan
Restaurant, serving impeccable Shanghai
cuisine. (b,l,d)
June 17 • Shanghai–Nanjing
Take a high-speed train from Shanghai to
Nanjing. Upon arrival, check into the
hotel.
After lunch, visit the Ming Tombs, Sun
Yat-sun Memorial and Nanjing Museum.
Dinner is on your own. In the evening,

you may attend Hopkins-Nanjing Center
Commencement (optional). (b,l)
• Accommodations at the Intercontinental
Hotel (2 nights)
June 18 • Nanjing
Today, join in the celebrations of the 30th
Anniversary of the Hopkins-Nanjing
Center. Attend a full-day forum, with
discussions on international finance;
energy, resources and the environment;
and U.S.-China relations. Afterwards,
attend a Convocation and
Commemoration Ceremony, followed by a
reception at the hotel. (b,l,d)
June 19 • Nanjing–Kunming
In the morning, fly to Kunming, the capital
of Yunnan province. Kunming played a
vital role in strategies for both the Allied
and Japanese forces during WWII. Visit the
Flying Tiger’s Museum, named for the 1st
American Volunteer Group of the Chinese
Air Force in 1941. (b,l)
• Accommodations at the Wyndham Grand
Plaza Royale Colorful Yunnan Kunming Hotel
(1 night)
June 20 • Kunming–Lincang–Fengqing
Fly to Lincang and drive to Fengqing
County. Known for the gorgeous natural
landscape, lovely climate, and colorful
cultures, Fenqing is an important region
for wild tea trees and the home of
Dianhong tea. Tea cultivation goes back
nearly 500 years in this region. Visit a
beautiful tea plantation in Luodang
village, tour the Dunzishan tea production
plant and enjoy a tea tasting.

Have dinner in Fengqing’s old town, then
walk through the lively night market and
bar street.
• Accommodations at the Fengqing Dianhong
Hotel (1 night)

Linden Centre, a meticulously restored
historic courtyard mansion founded by
fellow JHU alum, Brian Linden. (b,l,d)
• Accommodations at the Linden Centre (3
nights)

June 21 • Fengqing–Xiaowan Dam–Weishan
This morning, enjoy a scenic drive north
toward the Xiaowan Dam, the world's
second highest arch dam at (292 m/958 ft)
and the third largest hydroelectric power
station in China. Upon arrival, tour the
hydro power station and learn about the
impact of the dam on the local community.
Afterwards, visit Huaneng Hope Primary
School near Longjie Village and meet the
bright eyed students and teachers.
Continue on to Longjie Yi minority
village, where you will be greeted by the
locals in colorful costumes. Enjoy lunch at a
Yi family compound, with singing and
dancing performed by local villagers. Take a
beautiful walk along the nearby tea
plantations. Learn to pick tea leaves from
the local women in their traditional
costumes.
In the afternoon, drive to Weishan, one of
the most important centers for tea trade
along the Ancient Tea Horse Road. (b,l,d)
• Accommodations at the Xiong Zhao Hotel (1
night)

June 23 • Xizhou
Begin the day with a visit to the Xizhou
Village market to purchase fresh ingredients
for an afternoon cooking class. Visit with a
local merchant and rice pancake workshop.
Meet with villagers and farmers.
Afterwards, take a horse cart to Erhai
Lake. Shaped like an ear, the lake’s Chinese
name means ear-shaped sea.
Return to the Linden Centre for lunch. In
the afternoon, enjoy free time or take either
an optional bike ride around Erhai Lake to
explore the local villages and temples, or go
on walking tour to a local village to visit a
family of antique experts.
Later this afternoon, participate in a
cooking class and learn how to cook local
dishes using the ingredients purchased at
the market earlier in the day. Enjoy your
own home-cooked dishes for dinner!
This evening, join the the villagers for
traditional square dancing. (b,l,d)

June 22 • Weishan–Xizhou
In Weishan explore the Dacang Bazaar, the
largest bazaar in the area. Visit Donglianhua
Village, founded by Muslim soldiers sent to
explore Yunnan province during the Yuan
dynasty. The courtyards and mansions of
Donglianhua are a testament to the
prosperity Chinese Muslims traders
experienced here. Visit the village mosque, a
wonderful example of Chinese Muslim
architecture.
In the afternoon, drive through the scenic
countryside to Xizhou village, nestled in the
foothills of the Himalayas. Check-in at the

June 24 • Dali–Zhoucheng
This morning, tour the Three Pagodas,
located at the foot of Mt. Cangshan facing
Erhai Lake. A symbol of the history of Dali
and a record of Buddhism’s development in
the area, the Three Pagodas are made of
three ancient independent pagodas forming
a symmetrical triangle. If time permits,
explore the grand new Buddhist Temple
compound, with lovely grounds and
beautiful architecture, recently built behind
the Pagodas.
Visit Dali Old Town, established in 1382
AD as the capital of the Dali Kingdom, with
old city walls and gates still standing. Dali
residents are primarily Bai minority people
who still don their colorful traditional

C USTO MI ZE Y O UR O WN C HI NA E XPER IENCE
P O ST -T O UR E XTE NSIO NS
Stay in China Awhile Longer

CHENGDE
IM PE RIAL RE SO R T
June 28–July 1, 2016

Great Wall of China

cosumes. Walk the lively market streets
and visit the Dali museum.
After lunch, drive through the beautiful
agricultural fields in between the Erhai
Lake and Cangshan Mountains and arrive
at the old Zhoucheng Village where the
residents are of the Bai minority.
Visit the popular Zhoucheng farmers’
market at the Village Square with two
giant banyan trees and an old village
theatre. Stop by a local house where fabric
is produced from scratch using traditional
techniques. Visit a nearby textile shop
where traditional tie-dye technique are
used to make colorful cotton clothing that
native women have been wearing for
centuries.
Return to the Linden Centre for dinner.
(b,l,d)
June 25 • Dali–Beijing
Today, enjoy free time for independent
exploration of the villages near Xizhou. In
the early evening, fly to Beijing. The
evening is free and dinner is on your own.
(b,l)
• Accommodations at the New World Beijing
Hotel (3 nights)
June 26 • Beijing
After breakfast, enter the gate of the
Forbidden City, the abiding symbol of
imperial China. Truly one of the great
achievements of civilization, its
construction employed hundreds of
thousands of workers. Marvel at its
expansive architecture, magnificent
imperial gardens, and many museums of
Chinese antiquities and treasures.
In the afternoon, visit the beautiful
grounds of the Summer Palace. The
Palace was built in 1888 for the Empress
Dowager Ci Xi. Wander through the

exquisite royal gardens and cruise on
lovely Kunming Lake. Also walk the
Painted Gallery, the longest garden
walkway in China, famous for its lake
views.
This evening, savor the imperial city’s
most famous delicacy, Peking duck, at the
renowned Duck de Chine Restaurant.
(b,l,d)
June 27 • Beijing
This morning tour the historic Houhai
district, and explore the picturesque area,
where well-preserved courtyard homes
and narrow hutong alleys border treelined lakes. Tour the district by “pedicab”
for a closer and more engaging experience
of traditional Chinese life.
Enjoy lunch at Xiaolongpu Restaurant,
at the foot of the Wall. The restaurant is
famous for farmers’ fresh produce and
unique local cuisine.
Encounter this extraordinary rampart
at Mutianyu, a rugged section of the wall
that offers easy access by foot or cable car.
Time and again, the visual immensity
of the Great Wall dramatically exceeds
visitors’ expectations. That even a few
miles of the wall were constructed on
such jagged peaks seems near
miraculous, underscoring the
tremendous accomplishment of building
a rampart that stretches for 3,700 miles
through 16 provinces.
Tonight the evening is free and dinner
is on your own. (b,l)
June 28 • Beijing–U.S.
After breakfast, depart for your
international flight home or continue on
with a post-tour extension. Arrive in the
U.S. the same day. (b, meals aloft)

Experience the grandeur of the Qing
Imperial Resort at Chengde, a two-hour
drive north of Beijing.
A UNESCO World Heritage Site with
a history of more than 300 years,
Chengde is one of the great cultural
landmarks in all of China.
The garden complex includes imperial
halls, southern-style lake gardens,
Mongolian yurts, and a wooded hillside
with numerous pavilions. Beyond the
palace many Buddhist temples were
built, each one architecturally unique, of
which five remain. Let us take you on a
journey to the place where Qing
imperial power and minority politics
played out, discover the amazing world
of the Chengde Imperial Resort.
Travel Dates for Chengde Extension
June 28 • Beijing to Chengde
June 29 • Chengde
June 30 • Chengde to Beijing
July 1 • Beijing to U.S.
Accommodations: Qiwanglou Hotel, Chengde (2 nights),
New World Beijing Hotel (1 night)
*You will receive a detailed itinerary upon enrollment

XIAN &
THE TERRAC OT TA WARRI O RS
June 28–30, 2016

Fly to the ancient Tang dynasty capital
of Xian, where the Chinese emperor
Qinshihuang commanded an army of
terracotta warriors to preserve his
immortality in the life beyond. Marvel
at this unsurpassed funerary
assemblage that accompanied the
emperor in the afterlife as a continuance
of his reign of power. Remaining intact
for over two millennia the life-sized
army includes 8,000 soldiers and 130
chariots, along with 520 regular horses
and 150 cavalry horses. View the
extraordinary terracotta warriors in the
tomb of China’s first emperor.
Explore the Muslim Quarter to get a
sense of the Islamic past that traces its
heritage to the flourishing Silk Road
culture of the Tang dynasty. Later, see
another imperial wish for immortality
at the Han Emperor’s Tomb.
Travel Dates for the Xian Extension
June 28 • Beijing to Xian
June 29 • Xian to Beijing
June 30 • Beijing to U.S.
Accommodations: Hilton Hotel Xian (1 night), New
World Beijing Hotel (1 night)
*You will receive a detailed itinerary upon enrollment

C US TO MIZ E Y O UR O W N C HINA E XPERIE NCE
P RE -T O UR E XT EN SIO NS
Come to China Early

DELIGHT

OF

HONG KON G HARBOR

June 12–15, 2016*

*dates include 2 days of international travel

The Delights of Hong Kong Harbor
extension combines captivating
sightseeing experiences with ample
free time for personal exploration to
create the perfect beginning for your
China tour.
Stand in awe of the incredible views
from atop Victoria peak, ride a sampan
to the Aberdeen Floating Village, and
explore the Sheung Wang market for a
glimpse at traditional beaty and health
aids.
With a magical skyline as backdrop,
there is no end to the fascination of this
self-styled World City. Museums, night
life, extraordinary cuisine, endless
shopping, unexpected discoveries—life
here is like no other.
Travel Dates for Hong Kong Extension
June 12 • Depart the U.S. for Hong Kong
June 13 • Arrive Hong Kong
June 14 • Hong Kong
June 15 • Fly Hong Kong to Shanghai (included)

Accommodations: Shangri-La, Kowloon (2 nights)
*You will receive a detailed itinerary upon enrollment

Yi Ethnic Minority

C H INA ’ S C H AN GIN G F R ONTIER
ITINERARY

THE SUBLIME HUA NG MOUN TAINS
& A NCIENT H UIZ HOU VILLAG ES
June 10–15, 2016*

*dates include 2 days of international travel

Take a one-hour flight from Shanghai
and explore Anhui Province and its
idyllic landscape of rice paddies, Ming
and Qing dynasty villages, and
dynastic market center. Discover
traditional Anhui life in Hong and
Guanlu villages. Then, visit the crown
jewels of the region, the Huang
Mountains. The beauty of the granite
precipices towering above the
morning valley fog has provided
inspiration to Chinese artists for
centuries.Visit ancient Chinese villages
that are still marked by the old
rhythms of rural life, in many cases a
life unchanged for hundreds of years.
Travel Dates for the Huang Mountains Extension
June 10 • Depart the U.S. for Shanghai
June 11 • Arrive Shanghai
June 12 • Fly Shanghai to Tunxi
June 13 • Tunxi
June 14 • Tunxi - Huangshan
June 15 • Huangshan - Tunxi - Shanghai
Accommodations: Ritz-Carlton Portman, Shanghai (1
night), Crowne Plaza, Tunxi (2 nights), Xihai Hotel,
Huangshan (1 nightt)
*You will receive a detailed itinerary upon enrollment

June 14–15 • U.S.–Shanghai
Depart the U.S. for Shanghai. Arrive the
next day and transfer to the hotel. (meals
aloft)
• Accommodations at Portman Ritz-Carlton
(2 nights)
June 16 • Shanghai
In the morning, tour Yuyuan Gardens,
designed in six unique parts, making the
garden seem much larger than it really is.
You will find one of the best Ming
rockeries here, and strolling the zigzag
bridge to Huxingting Teahouse is a
delight.
Tour the Shanghai Museum and view its
wonderful collection of Chinese ceramics,
paintings and furniture.
Lunch is at Ding Tai Feng Restaurant,
featuring fine Shanghai dim sum.
In the afternoon, tour the Pudong
economic district and ride the elevator to
the top of the highest building in Asia, the
World Financial Tower, for a bird’s-eye
view of the old and new Shanghai by the
Huangpu River.
The rest of the day is free for personal
exploration. In the evening, enjoy a
welcome banquet at Xijiahuayuan
Restaurant, serving impeccable Shanghai
cuisine. (b,l,d)
June 17 • Shanghai–Nanjing
Take a high-speed train from Shanghai to
Nanjing. Upon arrival, check into the
hotel.
After lunch, visit the Ming Tombs, Sun
Yat-sun Memorial and Nanjing Museum.
Dinner is on your own. In the evening,

you may attend Hopkins-Nanjing Center
Commencement (optional). (b,l)
• Accommodations at the Intercontinental
Hotel (2 nights)
June 18 • Nanjing
Today, join in the celebrations of the 30th
Anniversary of the Hopkins-Nanjing
Center. Attend a full-day forum, with
discussions on international finance;
energy, resources and the environment;
and U.S.-China relations. Afterwards,
attend a Convocation and
Commemoration Ceremony, followed by a
reception at the hotel. (b,l,d)
June 19 • Nanjing–Kunming
In the morning, fly to Kunming, the capital
of Yunnan province. Kunming played a
vital role in strategies for both the Allied
and Japanese forces during WWII. Visit the
Flying Tiger’s Museum, named for the 1st
American Volunteer Group of the Chinese
Air Force in 1941. (b,l)
• Accommodations at the Wyndham Grand
Plaza Royale Colorful Yunnan Kunming Hotel
(1 night)
June 20 • Kunming–Lincang–Fengqing
Fly to Lincang and drive to Fengqing
County. Known for the gorgeous natural
landscape, lovely climate, and colorful
cultures, Fenqing is an important region
for wild tea trees and the home of
Dianhong tea. Tea cultivation goes back
nearly 500 years in this region. Visit a
beautiful tea plantation in Luodang
village, tour the Dunzishan tea production
plant and enjoy a tea tasting.

Have dinner in Fengqing’s old town, then
walk through the lively night market and
bar street.
• Accommodations at the Fengqing Dianhong
Hotel (1 night)

Linden Centre, a meticulously restored
historic courtyard mansion founded by
fellow JHU alum, Brian Linden. (b,l,d)
• Accommodations at the Linden Centre (3
nights)

June 21 • Fengqing–Xiaowan Dam–Weishan
This morning, enjoy a scenic drive north
toward the Xiaowan Dam, the world's
second highest arch dam at (292 m/958 ft)
and the third largest hydroelectric power
station in China. Upon arrival, tour the
hydro power station and learn about the
impact of the dam on the local community.
Afterwards, visit Huaneng Hope Primary
School near Longjie Village and meet the
bright eyed students and teachers.
Continue on to Longjie Yi minority
village, where you will be greeted by the
locals in colorful costumes. Enjoy lunch at a
Yi family compound, with singing and
dancing performed by local villagers. Take a
beautiful walk along the nearby tea
plantations. Learn to pick tea leaves from
the local women in their traditional
costumes.
In the afternoon, drive to Weishan, one of
the most important centers for tea trade
along the Ancient Tea Horse Road. (b,l,d)
• Accommodations at the Xiong Zhao Hotel (1
night)

June 23 • Xizhou
Begin the day with a visit to the Xizhou
Village market to purchase fresh ingredients
for an afternoon cooking class. Visit with a
local merchant and rice pancake workshop.
Meet with villagers and farmers.
Afterwards, take a horse cart to Erhai
Lake. Shaped like an ear, the lake’s Chinese
name means ear-shaped sea.
Return to the Linden Centre for lunch. In
the afternoon, enjoy free time or take either
an optional bike ride around Erhai Lake to
explore the local villages and temples, or go
on walking tour to a local village to visit a
family of antique experts.
Later this afternoon, participate in a
cooking class and learn how to cook local
dishes using the ingredients purchased at
the market earlier in the day. Enjoy your
own home-cooked dishes for dinner!
This evening, join the the villagers for
traditional square dancing. (b,l,d)

June 22 • Weishan–Xizhou
In Weishan explore the Dacang Bazaar, the
largest bazaar in the area. Visit Donglianhua
Village, founded by Muslim soldiers sent to
explore Yunnan province during the Yuan
dynasty. The courtyards and mansions of
Donglianhua are a testament to the
prosperity Chinese Muslims traders
experienced here. Visit the village mosque, a
wonderful example of Chinese Muslim
architecture.
In the afternoon, drive through the scenic
countryside to Xizhou village, nestled in the
foothills of the Himalayas. Check-in at the

June 24 • Dali–Zhoucheng
This morning, tour the Three Pagodas,
located at the foot of Mt. Cangshan facing
Erhai Lake. A symbol of the history of Dali
and a record of Buddhism’s development in
the area, the Three Pagodas are made of
three ancient independent pagodas forming
a symmetrical triangle. If time permits,
explore the grand new Buddhist Temple
compound, with lovely grounds and
beautiful architecture, recently built behind
the Pagodas.
Visit Dali Old Town, established in 1382
AD as the capital of the Dali Kingdom, with
old city walls and gates still standing. Dali
residents are primarily Bai minority people
who still don their colorful traditional

C USTO MI ZE Y O UR O WN C HI NA E XPER IENCE
P O ST -T O UR E XTE NSIO NS
Stay in China Awhile Longer
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Great Wall of China

cosumes. Walk the lively market streets
and visit the Dali museum.
After lunch, drive through the beautiful
agricultural fields in between the Erhai
Lake and Cangshan Mountains and arrive
at the old Zhoucheng Village where the
residents are of the Bai minority.
Visit the popular Zhoucheng farmers’
market at the Village Square with two
giant banyan trees and an old village
theatre. Stop by a local house where fabric
is produced from scratch using traditional
techniques. Visit a nearby textile shop
where traditional tie-dye technique are
used to make colorful cotton clothing that
native women have been wearing for
centuries.
Return to the Linden Centre for dinner.
(b,l,d)
June 25 • Dali–Beijing
Today, enjoy free time for independent
exploration of the villages near Xizhou. In
the early evening, fly to Beijing. The
evening is free and dinner is on your own.
(b,l)
• Accommodations at the New World Beijing
Hotel (3 nights)
June 26 • Beijing
After breakfast, enter the gate of the
Forbidden City, the abiding symbol of
imperial China. Truly one of the great
achievements of civilization, its
construction employed hundreds of
thousands of workers. Marvel at its
expansive architecture, magnificent
imperial gardens, and many museums of
Chinese antiquities and treasures.
In the afternoon, visit the beautiful
grounds of the Summer Palace. The
Palace was built in 1888 for the Empress
Dowager Ci Xi. Wander through the

exquisite royal gardens and cruise on
lovely Kunming Lake. Also walk the
Painted Gallery, the longest garden
walkway in China, famous for its lake
views.
This evening, savor the imperial city’s
most famous delicacy, Peking duck, at the
renowned Duck de Chine Restaurant.
(b,l,d)
June 27 • Beijing
This morning tour the historic Houhai
district, and explore the picturesque area,
where well-preserved courtyard homes
and narrow hutong alleys border treelined lakes. Tour the district by “pedicab”
for a closer and more engaging experience
of traditional Chinese life.
Enjoy lunch at Xiaolongpu Restaurant,
at the foot of the Wall. The restaurant is
famous for farmers’ fresh produce and
unique local cuisine.
Encounter this extraordinary rampart
at Mutianyu, a rugged section of the wall
that offers easy access by foot or cable car.
Time and again, the visual immensity
of the Great Wall dramatically exceeds
visitors’ expectations. That even a few
miles of the wall were constructed on
such jagged peaks seems near
miraculous, underscoring the
tremendous accomplishment of building
a rampart that stretches for 3,700 miles
through 16 provinces.
Tonight the evening is free and dinner
is on your own. (b,l)
June 28 • Beijing–U.S.
After breakfast, depart for your
international flight home or continue on
with a post-tour extension. Arrive in the
U.S. the same day. (b, meals aloft)

Experience the grandeur of the Qing
Imperial Resort at Chengde, a two-hour
drive north of Beijing.
A UNESCO World Heritage Site with
a history of more than 300 years,
Chengde is one of the great cultural
landmarks in all of China.
The garden complex includes imperial
halls, southern-style lake gardens,
Mongolian yurts, and a wooded hillside
with numerous pavilions. Beyond the
palace many Buddhist temples were
built, each one architecturally unique, of
which five remain. Let us take you on a
journey to the place where Qing
imperial power and minority politics
played out, discover the amazing world
of the Chengde Imperial Resort.
Travel Dates for Chengde Extension
June 28 • Beijing to Chengde
June 29 • Chengde
June 30 • Chengde to Beijing
July 1 • Beijing to U.S.
Accommodations: Qiwanglou Hotel, Chengde (2 nights),
New World Beijing Hotel (1 night)
*You will receive a detailed itinerary upon enrollment

XIAN &
THE TERRAC OT TA WARRI O RS
June 28–30, 2016

Fly to the ancient Tang dynasty capital
of Xian, where the Chinese emperor
Qinshihuang commanded an army of
terracotta warriors to preserve his
immortality in the life beyond. Marvel
at this unsurpassed funerary
assemblage that accompanied the
emperor in the afterlife as a continuance
of his reign of power. Remaining intact
for over two millennia the life-sized
army includes 8,000 soldiers and 130
chariots, along with 520 regular horses
and 150 cavalry horses. View the
extraordinary terracotta warriors in the
tomb of China’s first emperor.
Explore the Muslim Quarter to get a
sense of the Islamic past that traces its
heritage to the flourishing Silk Road
culture of the Tang dynasty. Later, see
another imperial wish for immortality
at the Han Emperor’s Tomb.
Travel Dates for the Xian Extension
June 28 • Beijing to Xian
June 29 • Xian to Beijing
June 30 • Beijing to U.S.
Accommodations: Hilton Hotel Xian (1 night), New
World Beijing Hotel (1 night)
*You will receive a detailed itinerary upon enrollment

C US TO MIZ E Y O UR O W N C HINA E XPERIE NCE
P RE -T O UR E XT EN SIO NS
Come to China Early

DELIGHT

OF

HONG KON G HARBOR

June 12–15, 2016*

*dates include 2 days of international travel

The Delights of Hong Kong Harbor
extension combines captivating
sightseeing experiences with ample
free time for personal exploration to
create the perfect beginning for your
China tour.
Stand in awe of the incredible views
from atop Victoria peak, ride a sampan
to the Aberdeen Floating Village, and
explore the Sheung Wang market for a
glimpse at traditional beaty and health
aids.
With a magical skyline as backdrop,
there is no end to the fascination of this
self-styled World City. Museums, night
life, extraordinary cuisine, endless
shopping, unexpected discoveries—life
here is like no other.
Travel Dates for Hong Kong Extension
June 12 • Depart the U.S. for Hong Kong
June 13 • Arrive Hong Kong
June 14 • Hong Kong
June 15 • Fly Hong Kong to Shanghai (included)

Accommodations: Shangri-La, Kowloon (2 nights)
*You will receive a detailed itinerary upon enrollment

Yi Ethnic Minority

C H INA ’ S C H AN GIN G F R ONTIER
ITINERARY

THE SUBLIME HUA NG MOUN TAINS
& A NCIENT H UIZ HOU VILLAG ES
June 10–15, 2016*

*dates include 2 days of international travel

Take a one-hour flight from Shanghai
and explore Anhui Province and its
idyllic landscape of rice paddies, Ming
and Qing dynasty villages, and
dynastic market center. Discover
traditional Anhui life in Hong and
Guanlu villages. Then, visit the crown
jewels of the region, the Huang
Mountains. The beauty of the granite
precipices towering above the
morning valley fog has provided
inspiration to Chinese artists for
centuries.Visit ancient Chinese villages
that are still marked by the old
rhythms of rural life, in many cases a
life unchanged for hundreds of years.
Travel Dates for the Huang Mountains Extension
June 10 • Depart the U.S. for Shanghai
June 11 • Arrive Shanghai
June 12 • Fly Shanghai to Tunxi
June 13 • Tunxi
June 14 • Tunxi - Huangshan
June 15 • Huangshan - Tunxi - Shanghai
Accommodations: Ritz-Carlton Portman, Shanghai (1
night), Crowne Plaza, Tunxi (2 nights), Xihai Hotel,
Huangshan (1 nightt)
*You will receive a detailed itinerary upon enrollment

June 14–15 • U.S.–Shanghai
Depart the U.S. for Shanghai. Arrive the
next day and transfer to the hotel. (meals
aloft)
• Accommodations at Portman Ritz-Carlton
(2 nights)
June 16 • Shanghai
In the morning, tour Yuyuan Gardens,
designed in six unique parts, making the
garden seem much larger than it really is.
You will find one of the best Ming
rockeries here, and strolling the zigzag
bridge to Huxingting Teahouse is a
delight.
Tour the Shanghai Museum and view its
wonderful collection of Chinese ceramics,
paintings and furniture.
Lunch is at Ding Tai Feng Restaurant,
featuring fine Shanghai dim sum.
In the afternoon, tour the Pudong
economic district and ride the elevator to
the top of the highest building in Asia, the
World Financial Tower, for a bird’s-eye
view of the old and new Shanghai by the
Huangpu River.
The rest of the day is free for personal
exploration. In the evening, enjoy a
welcome banquet at Xijiahuayuan
Restaurant, serving impeccable Shanghai
cuisine. (b,l,d)
June 17 • Shanghai–Nanjing
Take a high-speed train from Shanghai to
Nanjing. Upon arrival, check into the
hotel.
After lunch, visit the Ming Tombs, Sun
Yat-sun Memorial and Nanjing Museum.
Dinner is on your own. In the evening,

you may attend Hopkins-Nanjing Center
Commencement (optional). (b,l)
• Accommodations at the Intercontinental
Hotel (2 nights)
June 18 • Nanjing
Today, join in the celebrations of the 30th
Anniversary of the Hopkins-Nanjing
Center. Attend a full-day forum, with
discussions on international finance;
energy, resources and the environment;
and U.S.-China relations. Afterwards,
attend a Convocation and
Commemoration Ceremony, followed by a
reception at the hotel. (b,l,d)
June 19 • Nanjing–Kunming
In the morning, fly to Kunming, the capital
of Yunnan province. Kunming played a
vital role in strategies for both the Allied
and Japanese forces during WWII. Visit the
Flying Tiger’s Museum, named for the 1st
American Volunteer Group of the Chinese
Air Force in 1941. (b,l)
• Accommodations at the Wyndham Grand
Plaza Royale Colorful Yunnan Kunming Hotel
(1 night)
June 20 • Kunming–Lincang–Fengqing
Fly to Lincang and drive to Fengqing
County. Known for the gorgeous natural
landscape, lovely climate, and colorful
cultures, Fenqing is an important region
for wild tea trees and the home of
Dianhong tea. Tea cultivation goes back
nearly 500 years in this region. Visit a
beautiful tea plantation in Luodang
village, tour the Dunzishan tea production
plant and enjoy a tea tasting.

Have dinner in Fengqing’s old town, then
walk through the lively night market and
bar street.
• Accommodations at the Fengqing Dianhong
Hotel (1 night)

Linden Centre, a meticulously restored
historic courtyard mansion founded by
fellow JHU alum, Brian Linden. (b,l,d)
• Accommodations at the Linden Centre (3
nights)

June 21 • Fengqing–Xiaowan Dam–Weishan
This morning, enjoy a scenic drive north
toward the Xiaowan Dam, the world's
second highest arch dam at (292 m/958 ft)
and the third largest hydroelectric power
station in China. Upon arrival, tour the
hydro power station and learn about the
impact of the dam on the local community.
Afterwards, visit Huaneng Hope Primary
School near Longjie Village and meet the
bright eyed students and teachers.
Continue on to Longjie Yi minority
village, where you will be greeted by the
locals in colorful costumes. Enjoy lunch at a
Yi family compound, with singing and
dancing performed by local villagers. Take a
beautiful walk along the nearby tea
plantations. Learn to pick tea leaves from
the local women in their traditional
costumes.
In the afternoon, drive to Weishan, one of
the most important centers for tea trade
along the Ancient Tea Horse Road. (b,l,d)
• Accommodations at the Xiong Zhao Hotel (1
night)

June 23 • Xizhou
Begin the day with a visit to the Xizhou
Village market to purchase fresh ingredients
for an afternoon cooking class. Visit with a
local merchant and rice pancake workshop.
Meet with villagers and farmers.
Afterwards, take a horse cart to Erhai
Lake. Shaped like an ear, the lake’s Chinese
name means ear-shaped sea.
Return to the Linden Centre for lunch. In
the afternoon, enjoy free time or take either
an optional bike ride around Erhai Lake to
explore the local villages and temples, or go
on walking tour to a local village to visit a
family of antique experts.
Later this afternoon, participate in a
cooking class and learn how to cook local
dishes using the ingredients purchased at
the market earlier in the day. Enjoy your
own home-cooked dishes for dinner!
This evening, join the the villagers for
traditional square dancing. (b,l,d)

June 22 • Weishan–Xizhou
In Weishan explore the Dacang Bazaar, the
largest bazaar in the area. Visit Donglianhua
Village, founded by Muslim soldiers sent to
explore Yunnan province during the Yuan
dynasty. The courtyards and mansions of
Donglianhua are a testament to the
prosperity Chinese Muslims traders
experienced here. Visit the village mosque, a
wonderful example of Chinese Muslim
architecture.
In the afternoon, drive through the scenic
countryside to Xizhou village, nestled in the
foothills of the Himalayas. Check-in at the

June 24 • Dali–Zhoucheng
This morning, tour the Three Pagodas,
located at the foot of Mt. Cangshan facing
Erhai Lake. A symbol of the history of Dali
and a record of Buddhism’s development in
the area, the Three Pagodas are made of
three ancient independent pagodas forming
a symmetrical triangle. If time permits,
explore the grand new Buddhist Temple
compound, with lovely grounds and
beautiful architecture, recently built behind
the Pagodas.
Visit Dali Old Town, established in 1382
AD as the capital of the Dali Kingdom, with
old city walls and gates still standing. Dali
residents are primarily Bai minority people
who still don their colorful traditional
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cosumes. Walk the lively market streets
and visit the Dali museum.
After lunch, drive through the beautiful
agricultural fields in between the Erhai
Lake and Cangshan Mountains and arrive
at the old Zhoucheng Village where the
residents are of the Bai minority.
Visit the popular Zhoucheng farmers’
market at the Village Square with two
giant banyan trees and an old village
theatre. Stop by a local house where fabric
is produced from scratch using traditional
techniques. Visit a nearby textile shop
where traditional tie-dye technique are
used to make colorful cotton clothing that
native women have been wearing for
centuries.
Return to the Linden Centre for dinner.
(b,l,d)
June 25 • Dali–Beijing
Today, enjoy free time for independent
exploration of the villages near Xizhou. In
the early evening, fly to Beijing. The
evening is free and dinner is on your own.
(b,l)
• Accommodations at the New World Beijing
Hotel (3 nights)
June 26 • Beijing
After breakfast, enter the gate of the
Forbidden City, the abiding symbol of
imperial China. Truly one of the great
achievements of civilization, its
construction employed hundreds of
thousands of workers. Marvel at its
expansive architecture, magnificent
imperial gardens, and many museums of
Chinese antiquities and treasures.
In the afternoon, visit the beautiful
grounds of the Summer Palace. The
Palace was built in 1888 for the Empress
Dowager Ci Xi. Wander through the

exquisite royal gardens and cruise on
lovely Kunming Lake. Also walk the
Painted Gallery, the longest garden
walkway in China, famous for its lake
views.
This evening, savor the imperial city’s
most famous delicacy, Peking duck, at the
renowned Duck de Chine Restaurant.
(b,l,d)
June 27 • Beijing
This morning tour the historic Houhai
district, and explore the picturesque area,
where well-preserved courtyard homes
and narrow hutong alleys border treelined lakes. Tour the district by “pedicab”
for a closer and more engaging experience
of traditional Chinese life.
Enjoy lunch at Xiaolongpu Restaurant,
at the foot of the Wall. The restaurant is
famous for farmers’ fresh produce and
unique local cuisine.
Encounter this extraordinary rampart
at Mutianyu, a rugged section of the wall
that offers easy access by foot or cable car.
Time and again, the visual immensity
of the Great Wall dramatically exceeds
visitors’ expectations. That even a few
miles of the wall were constructed on
such jagged peaks seems near
miraculous, underscoring the
tremendous accomplishment of building
a rampart that stretches for 3,700 miles
through 16 provinces.
Tonight the evening is free and dinner
is on your own. (b,l)
June 28 • Beijing–U.S.
After breakfast, depart for your
international flight home or continue on
with a post-tour extension. Arrive in the
U.S. the same day. (b, meals aloft)

Experience the grandeur of the Qing
Imperial Resort at Chengde, a two-hour
drive north of Beijing.
A UNESCO World Heritage Site with
a history of more than 300 years,
Chengde is one of the great cultural
landmarks in all of China.
The garden complex includes imperial
halls, southern-style lake gardens,
Mongolian yurts, and a wooded hillside
with numerous pavilions. Beyond the
palace many Buddhist temples were
built, each one architecturally unique, of
which five remain. Let us take you on a
journey to the place where Qing
imperial power and minority politics
played out, discover the amazing world
of the Chengde Imperial Resort.
Travel Dates for Chengde Extension
June 28 • Beijing to Chengde
June 29 • Chengde
June 30 • Chengde to Beijing
July 1 • Beijing to U.S.
Accommodations: Qiwanglou Hotel, Chengde (2 nights),
New World Beijing Hotel (1 night)
*You will receive a detailed itinerary upon enrollment

XIAN &
THE TERRAC OT TA WARRI O RS
June 28–30, 2016

Fly to the ancient Tang dynasty capital
of Xian, where the Chinese emperor
Qinshihuang commanded an army of
terracotta warriors to preserve his
immortality in the life beyond. Marvel
at this unsurpassed funerary
assemblage that accompanied the
emperor in the afterlife as a continuance
of his reign of power. Remaining intact
for over two millennia the life-sized
army includes 8,000 soldiers and 130
chariots, along with 520 regular horses
and 150 cavalry horses. View the
extraordinary terracotta warriors in the
tomb of China’s first emperor.
Explore the Muslim Quarter to get a
sense of the Islamic past that traces its
heritage to the flourishing Silk Road
culture of the Tang dynasty. Later, see
another imperial wish for immortality
at the Han Emperor’s Tomb.
Travel Dates for the Xian Extension
June 28 • Beijing to Xian
June 29 • Xian to Beijing
June 30 • Beijing to U.S.
Accommodations: Hilton Hotel Xian (1 night), New
World Beijing Hotel (1 night)
*You will receive a detailed itinerary upon enrollment

C US TO MIZ E Y O UR O W N C HINA E XPERIE NCE
P RE -T O UR E XT EN SIO NS
Come to China Early

DELIGHT

OF

HONG KON G HARBOR

June 12–15, 2016*

*dates include 2 days of international travel

The Delights of Hong Kong Harbor
extension combines captivating
sightseeing experiences with ample
free time for personal exploration to
create the perfect beginning for your
China tour.
Stand in awe of the incredible views
from atop Victoria peak, ride a sampan
to the Aberdeen Floating Village, and
explore the Sheung Wang market for a
glimpse at traditional beaty and health
aids.
With a magical skyline as backdrop,
there is no end to the fascination of this
self-styled World City. Museums, night
life, extraordinary cuisine, endless
shopping, unexpected discoveries—life
here is like no other.
Travel Dates for Hong Kong Extension
June 12 • Depart the U.S. for Hong Kong
June 13 • Arrive Hong Kong
June 14 • Hong Kong
June 15 • Fly Hong Kong to Shanghai (included)

Accommodations: Shangri-La, Kowloon (2 nights)
*You will receive a detailed itinerary upon enrollment

Yi Ethnic Minority

C H INA ’ S C H AN GIN G F R ONTIER
ITINERARY

THE SUBLIME HUA NG MOUN TAINS
& A NCIENT H UIZ HOU VILLAG ES
June 10–15, 2016*

*dates include 2 days of international travel

Take a one-hour flight from Shanghai
and explore Anhui Province and its
idyllic landscape of rice paddies, Ming
and Qing dynasty villages, and
dynastic market center. Discover
traditional Anhui life in Hong and
Guanlu villages. Then, visit the crown
jewels of the region, the Huang
Mountains. The beauty of the granite
precipices towering above the
morning valley fog has provided
inspiration to Chinese artists for
centuries.Visit ancient Chinese villages
that are still marked by the old
rhythms of rural life, in many cases a
life unchanged for hundreds of years.
Travel Dates for the Huang Mountains Extension
June 10 • Depart the U.S. for Shanghai
June 11 • Arrive Shanghai
June 12 • Fly Shanghai to Tunxi
June 13 • Tunxi
June 14 • Tunxi - Huangshan
June 15 • Huangshan - Tunxi - Shanghai
Accommodations: Ritz-Carlton Portman, Shanghai (1
night), Crowne Plaza, Tunxi (2 nights), Xihai Hotel,
Huangshan (1 nightt)
*You will receive a detailed itinerary upon enrollment

June 14–15 • U.S.–Shanghai
Depart the U.S. for Shanghai. Arrive the
next day and transfer to the hotel. (meals
aloft)
• Accommodations at Portman Ritz-Carlton
(2 nights)
June 16 • Shanghai
In the morning, tour Yuyuan Gardens,
designed in six unique parts, making the
garden seem much larger than it really is.
You will find one of the best Ming
rockeries here, and strolling the zigzag
bridge to Huxingting Teahouse is a
delight.
Tour the Shanghai Museum and view its
wonderful collection of Chinese ceramics,
paintings and furniture.
Lunch is at Ding Tai Feng Restaurant,
featuring fine Shanghai dim sum.
In the afternoon, tour the Pudong
economic district and ride the elevator to
the top of the highest building in Asia, the
World Financial Tower, for a bird’s-eye
view of the old and new Shanghai by the
Huangpu River.
The rest of the day is free for personal
exploration. In the evening, enjoy a
welcome banquet at Xijiahuayuan
Restaurant, serving impeccable Shanghai
cuisine. (b,l,d)
June 17 • Shanghai–Nanjing
Take a high-speed train from Shanghai to
Nanjing. Upon arrival, check into the
hotel.
After lunch, visit the Ming Tombs, Sun
Yat-sun Memorial and Nanjing Museum.
Dinner is on your own. In the evening,

you may attend Hopkins-Nanjing Center
Commencement (optional). (b,l)
• Accommodations at the Intercontinental
Hotel (2 nights)
June 18 • Nanjing
Today, join in the celebrations of the 30th
Anniversary of the Hopkins-Nanjing
Center. Attend a full-day forum, with
discussions on international finance;
energy, resources and the environment;
and U.S.-China relations. Afterwards,
attend a Convocation and
Commemoration Ceremony, followed by a
reception at the hotel. (b,l,d)
June 19 • Nanjing–Kunming
In the morning, fly to Kunming, the capital
of Yunnan province. Kunming played a
vital role in strategies for both the Allied
and Japanese forces during WWII. Visit the
Flying Tiger’s Museum, named for the 1st
American Volunteer Group of the Chinese
Air Force in 1941. (b,l)
• Accommodations at the Wyndham Grand
Plaza Royale Colorful Yunnan Kunming Hotel
(1 night)
June 20 • Kunming–Lincang–Fengqing
Fly to Lincang and drive to Fengqing
County. Known for the gorgeous natural
landscape, lovely climate, and colorful
cultures, Fenqing is an important region
for wild tea trees and the home of
Dianhong tea. Tea cultivation goes back
nearly 500 years in this region. Visit a
beautiful tea plantation in Luodang
village, tour the Dunzishan tea production
plant and enjoy a tea tasting.

Have dinner in Fengqing’s old town, then
walk through the lively night market and
bar street.
• Accommodations at the Fengqing Dianhong
Hotel (1 night)

Linden Centre, a meticulously restored
historic courtyard mansion founded by
fellow JHU alum, Brian Linden. (b,l,d)
• Accommodations at the Linden Centre (3
nights)

June 21 • Fengqing–Xiaowan Dam–Weishan
This morning, enjoy a scenic drive north
toward the Xiaowan Dam, the world's
second highest arch dam at (292 m/958 ft)
and the third largest hydroelectric power
station in China. Upon arrival, tour the
hydro power station and learn about the
impact of the dam on the local community.
Afterwards, visit Huaneng Hope Primary
School near Longjie Village and meet the
bright eyed students and teachers.
Continue on to Longjie Yi minority
village, where you will be greeted by the
locals in colorful costumes. Enjoy lunch at a
Yi family compound, with singing and
dancing performed by local villagers. Take a
beautiful walk along the nearby tea
plantations. Learn to pick tea leaves from
the local women in their traditional
costumes.
In the afternoon, drive to Weishan, one of
the most important centers for tea trade
along the Ancient Tea Horse Road. (b,l,d)
• Accommodations at the Xiong Zhao Hotel (1
night)

June 23 • Xizhou
Begin the day with a visit to the Xizhou
Village market to purchase fresh ingredients
for an afternoon cooking class. Visit with a
local merchant and rice pancake workshop.
Meet with villagers and farmers.
Afterwards, take a horse cart to Erhai
Lake. Shaped like an ear, the lake’s Chinese
name means ear-shaped sea.
Return to the Linden Centre for lunch. In
the afternoon, enjoy free time or take either
an optional bike ride around Erhai Lake to
explore the local villages and temples, or go
on walking tour to a local village to visit a
family of antique experts.
Later this afternoon, participate in a
cooking class and learn how to cook local
dishes using the ingredients purchased at
the market earlier in the day. Enjoy your
own home-cooked dishes for dinner!
This evening, join the the villagers for
traditional square dancing. (b,l,d)

June 22 • Weishan–Xizhou
In Weishan explore the Dacang Bazaar, the
largest bazaar in the area. Visit Donglianhua
Village, founded by Muslim soldiers sent to
explore Yunnan province during the Yuan
dynasty. The courtyards and mansions of
Donglianhua are a testament to the
prosperity Chinese Muslims traders
experienced here. Visit the village mosque, a
wonderful example of Chinese Muslim
architecture.
In the afternoon, drive through the scenic
countryside to Xizhou village, nestled in the
foothills of the Himalayas. Check-in at the

June 24 • Dali–Zhoucheng
This morning, tour the Three Pagodas,
located at the foot of Mt. Cangshan facing
Erhai Lake. A symbol of the history of Dali
and a record of Buddhism’s development in
the area, the Three Pagodas are made of
three ancient independent pagodas forming
a symmetrical triangle. If time permits,
explore the grand new Buddhist Temple
compound, with lovely grounds and
beautiful architecture, recently built behind
the Pagodas.
Visit Dali Old Town, established in 1382
AD as the capital of the Dali Kingdom, with
old city walls and gates still standing. Dali
residents are primarily Bai minority people
who still don their colorful traditional
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cosumes. Walk the lively market streets
and visit the Dali museum.
After lunch, drive through the beautiful
agricultural fields in between the Erhai
Lake and Cangshan Mountains and arrive
at the old Zhoucheng Village where the
residents are of the Bai minority.
Visit the popular Zhoucheng farmers’
market at the Village Square with two
giant banyan trees and an old village
theatre. Stop by a local house where fabric
is produced from scratch using traditional
techniques. Visit a nearby textile shop
where traditional tie-dye technique are
used to make colorful cotton clothing that
native women have been wearing for
centuries.
Return to the Linden Centre for dinner.
(b,l,d)
June 25 • Dali–Beijing
Today, enjoy free time for independent
exploration of the villages near Xizhou. In
the early evening, fly to Beijing. The
evening is free and dinner is on your own.
(b,l)
• Accommodations at the New World Beijing
Hotel (3 nights)
June 26 • Beijing
After breakfast, enter the gate of the
Forbidden City, the abiding symbol of
imperial China. Truly one of the great
achievements of civilization, its
construction employed hundreds of
thousands of workers. Marvel at its
expansive architecture, magnificent
imperial gardens, and many museums of
Chinese antiquities and treasures.
In the afternoon, visit the beautiful
grounds of the Summer Palace. The
Palace was built in 1888 for the Empress
Dowager Ci Xi. Wander through the

exquisite royal gardens and cruise on
lovely Kunming Lake. Also walk the
Painted Gallery, the longest garden
walkway in China, famous for its lake
views.
This evening, savor the imperial city’s
most famous delicacy, Peking duck, at the
renowned Duck de Chine Restaurant.
(b,l,d)
June 27 • Beijing
This morning tour the historic Houhai
district, and explore the picturesque area,
where well-preserved courtyard homes
and narrow hutong alleys border treelined lakes. Tour the district by “pedicab”
for a closer and more engaging experience
of traditional Chinese life.
Enjoy lunch at Xiaolongpu Restaurant,
at the foot of the Wall. The restaurant is
famous for farmers’ fresh produce and
unique local cuisine.
Encounter this extraordinary rampart
at Mutianyu, a rugged section of the wall
that offers easy access by foot or cable car.
Time and again, the visual immensity
of the Great Wall dramatically exceeds
visitors’ expectations. That even a few
miles of the wall were constructed on
such jagged peaks seems near
miraculous, underscoring the
tremendous accomplishment of building
a rampart that stretches for 3,700 miles
through 16 provinces.
Tonight the evening is free and dinner
is on your own. (b,l)
June 28 • Beijing–U.S.
After breakfast, depart for your
international flight home or continue on
with a post-tour extension. Arrive in the
U.S. the same day. (b, meals aloft)

Experience the grandeur of the Qing
Imperial Resort at Chengde, a two-hour
drive north of Beijing.
A UNESCO World Heritage Site with
a history of more than 300 years,
Chengde is one of the great cultural
landmarks in all of China.
The garden complex includes imperial
halls, southern-style lake gardens,
Mongolian yurts, and a wooded hillside
with numerous pavilions. Beyond the
palace many Buddhist temples were
built, each one architecturally unique, of
which five remain. Let us take you on a
journey to the place where Qing
imperial power and minority politics
played out, discover the amazing world
of the Chengde Imperial Resort.
Travel Dates for Chengde Extension
June 28 • Beijing to Chengde
June 29 • Chengde
June 30 • Chengde to Beijing
July 1 • Beijing to U.S.
Accommodations: Qiwanglou Hotel, Chengde (2 nights),
New World Beijing Hotel (1 night)
*You will receive a detailed itinerary upon enrollment

XIAN &
THE TERRAC OT TA WARRI O RS
June 28–30, 2016

Fly to the ancient Tang dynasty capital
of Xian, where the Chinese emperor
Qinshihuang commanded an army of
terracotta warriors to preserve his
immortality in the life beyond. Marvel
at this unsurpassed funerary
assemblage that accompanied the
emperor in the afterlife as a continuance
of his reign of power. Remaining intact
for over two millennia the life-sized
army includes 8,000 soldiers and 130
chariots, along with 520 regular horses
and 150 cavalry horses. View the
extraordinary terracotta warriors in the
tomb of China’s first emperor.
Explore the Muslim Quarter to get a
sense of the Islamic past that traces its
heritage to the flourishing Silk Road
culture of the Tang dynasty. Later, see
another imperial wish for immortality
at the Han Emperor’s Tomb.
Travel Dates for the Xian Extension
June 28 • Beijing to Xian
June 29 • Xian to Beijing
June 30 • Beijing to U.S.
Accommodations: Hilton Hotel Xian (1 night), New
World Beijing Hotel (1 night)
*You will receive a detailed itinerary upon enrollment

C US TO MIZ E Y O UR O W N C HINA E XPERIE NCE
P RE -T O UR E XT EN SIO NS
Come to China Early

DELIGHT

OF

HONG KON G HARBOR

June 12–15, 2016*

*dates include 2 days of international travel

The Delights of Hong Kong Harbor
extension combines captivating
sightseeing experiences with ample
free time for personal exploration to
create the perfect beginning for your
China tour.
Stand in awe of the incredible views
from atop Victoria peak, ride a sampan
to the Aberdeen Floating Village, and
explore the Sheung Wang market for a
glimpse at traditional beaty and health
aids.
With a magical skyline as backdrop,
there is no end to the fascination of this
self-styled World City. Museums, night
life, extraordinary cuisine, endless
shopping, unexpected discoveries—life
here is like no other.
Travel Dates for Hong Kong Extension
June 12 • Depart the U.S. for Hong Kong
June 13 • Arrive Hong Kong
June 14 • Hong Kong
June 15 • Fly Hong Kong to Shanghai (included)

Accommodations: Shangri-La, Kowloon (2 nights)
*You will receive a detailed itinerary upon enrollment

Yi Ethnic Minority

C H INA ’ S C H AN GIN G F R ONTIER
ITINERARY

THE SUBLIME HUA NG MOUN TAINS
& A NCIENT H UIZ HOU VILLAG ES
June 10–15, 2016*

*dates include 2 days of international travel

Take a one-hour flight from Shanghai
and explore Anhui Province and its
idyllic landscape of rice paddies, Ming
and Qing dynasty villages, and
dynastic market center. Discover
traditional Anhui life in Hong and
Guanlu villages. Then, visit the crown
jewels of the region, the Huang
Mountains. The beauty of the granite
precipices towering above the
morning valley fog has provided
inspiration to Chinese artists for
centuries.Visit ancient Chinese villages
that are still marked by the old
rhythms of rural life, in many cases a
life unchanged for hundreds of years.
Travel Dates for the Huang Mountains Extension
June 10 • Depart the U.S. for Shanghai
June 11 • Arrive Shanghai
June 12 • Fly Shanghai to Tunxi
June 13 • Tunxi
June 14 • Tunxi - Huangshan
June 15 • Huangshan - Tunxi - Shanghai
Accommodations: Ritz-Carlton Portman, Shanghai (1
night), Crowne Plaza, Tunxi (2 nights), Xihai Hotel,
Huangshan (1 nightt)
*You will receive a detailed itinerary upon enrollment

June 14–15 • U.S.–Shanghai
Depart the U.S. for Shanghai. Arrive the
next day and transfer to the hotel. (meals
aloft)
• Accommodations at Portman Ritz-Carlton
(2 nights)
June 16 • Shanghai
In the morning, tour Yuyuan Gardens,
designed in six unique parts, making the
garden seem much larger than it really is.
You will find one of the best Ming
rockeries here, and strolling the zigzag
bridge to Huxingting Teahouse is a
delight.
Tour the Shanghai Museum and view its
wonderful collection of Chinese ceramics,
paintings and furniture.
Lunch is at Ding Tai Feng Restaurant,
featuring fine Shanghai dim sum.
In the afternoon, tour the Pudong
economic district and ride the elevator to
the top of the highest building in Asia, the
World Financial Tower, for a bird’s-eye
view of the old and new Shanghai by the
Huangpu River.
The rest of the day is free for personal
exploration. In the evening, enjoy a
welcome banquet at Xijiahuayuan
Restaurant, serving impeccable Shanghai
cuisine. (b,l,d)
June 17 • Shanghai–Nanjing
Take a high-speed train from Shanghai to
Nanjing. Upon arrival, check into the
hotel.
After lunch, visit the Ming Tombs, Sun
Yat-sun Memorial and Nanjing Museum.
Dinner is on your own. In the evening,

you may attend Hopkins-Nanjing Center
Commencement (optional). (b,l)
• Accommodations at the Intercontinental
Hotel (2 nights)
June 18 • Nanjing
Today, join in the celebrations of the 30th
Anniversary of the Hopkins-Nanjing
Center. Attend a full-day forum, with
discussions on international finance;
energy, resources and the environment;
and U.S.-China relations. Afterwards,
attend a Convocation and
Commemoration Ceremony, followed by a
reception at the hotel. (b,l,d)
June 19 • Nanjing–Kunming
In the morning, fly to Kunming, the capital
of Yunnan province. Kunming played a
vital role in strategies for both the Allied
and Japanese forces during WWII. Visit the
Flying Tiger’s Museum, named for the 1st
American Volunteer Group of the Chinese
Air Force in 1941. (b,l)
• Accommodations at the Wyndham Grand
Plaza Royale Colorful Yunnan Kunming Hotel
(1 night)
June 20 • Kunming–Lincang–Fengqing
Fly to Lincang and drive to Fengqing
County. Known for the gorgeous natural
landscape, lovely climate, and colorful
cultures, Fenqing is an important region
for wild tea trees and the home of
Dianhong tea. Tea cultivation goes back
nearly 500 years in this region. Visit a
beautiful tea plantation in Luodang
village, tour the Dunzishan tea production
plant and enjoy a tea tasting.

Have dinner in Fengqing’s old town, then
walk through the lively night market and
bar street.
• Accommodations at the Fengqing Dianhong
Hotel (1 night)

Linden Centre, a meticulously restored
historic courtyard mansion founded by
fellow JHU alum, Brian Linden. (b,l,d)
• Accommodations at the Linden Centre (3
nights)

June 21 • Fengqing–Xiaowan Dam–Weishan
This morning, enjoy a scenic drive north
toward the Xiaowan Dam, the world's
second highest arch dam at (292 m/958 ft)
and the third largest hydroelectric power
station in China. Upon arrival, tour the
hydro power station and learn about the
impact of the dam on the local community.
Afterwards, visit Huaneng Hope Primary
School near Longjie Village and meet the
bright eyed students and teachers.
Continue on to Longjie Yi minority
village, where you will be greeted by the
locals in colorful costumes. Enjoy lunch at a
Yi family compound, with singing and
dancing performed by local villagers. Take a
beautiful walk along the nearby tea
plantations. Learn to pick tea leaves from
the local women in their traditional
costumes.
In the afternoon, drive to Weishan, one of
the most important centers for tea trade
along the Ancient Tea Horse Road. (b,l,d)
• Accommodations at the Xiong Zhao Hotel (1
night)

June 23 • Xizhou
Begin the day with a visit to the Xizhou
Village market to purchase fresh ingredients
for an afternoon cooking class. Visit with a
local merchant and rice pancake workshop.
Meet with villagers and farmers.
Afterwards, take a horse cart to Erhai
Lake. Shaped like an ear, the lake’s Chinese
name means ear-shaped sea.
Return to the Linden Centre for lunch. In
the afternoon, enjoy free time or take either
an optional bike ride around Erhai Lake to
explore the local villages and temples, or go
on walking tour to a local village to visit a
family of antique experts.
Later this afternoon, participate in a
cooking class and learn how to cook local
dishes using the ingredients purchased at
the market earlier in the day. Enjoy your
own home-cooked dishes for dinner!
This evening, join the the villagers for
traditional square dancing. (b,l,d)

June 22 • Weishan–Xizhou
In Weishan explore the Dacang Bazaar, the
largest bazaar in the area. Visit Donglianhua
Village, founded by Muslim soldiers sent to
explore Yunnan province during the Yuan
dynasty. The courtyards and mansions of
Donglianhua are a testament to the
prosperity Chinese Muslims traders
experienced here. Visit the village mosque, a
wonderful example of Chinese Muslim
architecture.
In the afternoon, drive through the scenic
countryside to Xizhou village, nestled in the
foothills of the Himalayas. Check-in at the

June 24 • Dali–Zhoucheng
This morning, tour the Three Pagodas,
located at the foot of Mt. Cangshan facing
Erhai Lake. A symbol of the history of Dali
and a record of Buddhism’s development in
the area, the Three Pagodas are made of
three ancient independent pagodas forming
a symmetrical triangle. If time permits,
explore the grand new Buddhist Temple
compound, with lovely grounds and
beautiful architecture, recently built behind
the Pagodas.
Visit Dali Old Town, established in 1382
AD as the capital of the Dali Kingdom, with
old city walls and gates still standing. Dali
residents are primarily Bai minority people
who still don their colorful traditional

C USTO MI ZE Y O UR O WN C HI NA E XPER IENCE
P O ST -T O UR E XTE NSIO NS
Stay in China Awhile Longer

CHENGDE
IM PE RIAL RE SO R T
June 28–July 1, 2016

Great Wall of China

cosumes. Walk the lively market streets
and visit the Dali museum.
After lunch, drive through the beautiful
agricultural fields in between the Erhai
Lake and Cangshan Mountains and arrive
at the old Zhoucheng Village where the
residents are of the Bai minority.
Visit the popular Zhoucheng farmers’
market at the Village Square with two
giant banyan trees and an old village
theatre. Stop by a local house where fabric
is produced from scratch using traditional
techniques. Visit a nearby textile shop
where traditional tie-dye technique are
used to make colorful cotton clothing that
native women have been wearing for
centuries.
Return to the Linden Centre for dinner.
(b,l,d)
June 25 • Dali–Beijing
Today, enjoy free time for independent
exploration of the villages near Xizhou. In
the early evening, fly to Beijing. The
evening is free and dinner is on your own.
(b,l)
• Accommodations at the New World Beijing
Hotel (3 nights)
June 26 • Beijing
After breakfast, enter the gate of the
Forbidden City, the abiding symbol of
imperial China. Truly one of the great
achievements of civilization, its
construction employed hundreds of
thousands of workers. Marvel at its
expansive architecture, magnificent
imperial gardens, and many museums of
Chinese antiquities and treasures.
In the afternoon, visit the beautiful
grounds of the Summer Palace. The
Palace was built in 1888 for the Empress
Dowager Ci Xi. Wander through the

exquisite royal gardens and cruise on
lovely Kunming Lake. Also walk the
Painted Gallery, the longest garden
walkway in China, famous for its lake
views.
This evening, savor the imperial city’s
most famous delicacy, Peking duck, at the
renowned Duck de Chine Restaurant.
(b,l,d)
June 27 • Beijing
This morning tour the historic Houhai
district, and explore the picturesque area,
where well-preserved courtyard homes
and narrow hutong alleys border treelined lakes. Tour the district by “pedicab”
for a closer and more engaging experience
of traditional Chinese life.
Enjoy lunch at Xiaolongpu Restaurant,
at the foot of the Wall. The restaurant is
famous for farmers’ fresh produce and
unique local cuisine.
Encounter this extraordinary rampart
at Mutianyu, a rugged section of the wall
that offers easy access by foot or cable car.
Time and again, the visual immensity
of the Great Wall dramatically exceeds
visitors’ expectations. That even a few
miles of the wall were constructed on
such jagged peaks seems near
miraculous, underscoring the
tremendous accomplishment of building
a rampart that stretches for 3,700 miles
through 16 provinces.
Tonight the evening is free and dinner
is on your own. (b,l)
June 28 • Beijing–U.S.
After breakfast, depart for your
international flight home or continue on
with a post-tour extension. Arrive in the
U.S. the same day. (b, meals aloft)

Experience the grandeur of the Qing
Imperial Resort at Chengde, a two-hour
drive north of Beijing.
A UNESCO World Heritage Site with
a history of more than 300 years,
Chengde is one of the great cultural
landmarks in all of China.
The garden complex includes imperial
halls, southern-style lake gardens,
Mongolian yurts, and a wooded hillside
with numerous pavilions. Beyond the
palace many Buddhist temples were
built, each one architecturally unique, of
which five remain. Let us take you on a
journey to the place where Qing
imperial power and minority politics
played out, discover the amazing world
of the Chengde Imperial Resort.
Travel Dates for Chengde Extension
June 28 • Beijing to Chengde
June 29 • Chengde
June 30 • Chengde to Beijing
July 1 • Beijing to U.S.
Accommodations: Qiwanglou Hotel, Chengde (2 nights),
New World Beijing Hotel (1 night)
*You will receive a detailed itinerary upon enrollment

XIAN &
THE TERRAC OT TA WARRI O RS
June 28–30, 2016

Fly to the ancient Tang dynasty capital
of Xian, where the Chinese emperor
Qinshihuang commanded an army of
terracotta warriors to preserve his
immortality in the life beyond. Marvel
at this unsurpassed funerary
assemblage that accompanied the
emperor in the afterlife as a continuance
of his reign of power. Remaining intact
for over two millennia the life-sized
army includes 8,000 soldiers and 130
chariots, along with 520 regular horses
and 150 cavalry horses. View the
extraordinary terracotta warriors in the
tomb of China’s first emperor.
Explore the Muslim Quarter to get a
sense of the Islamic past that traces its
heritage to the flourishing Silk Road
culture of the Tang dynasty. Later, see
another imperial wish for immortality
at the Han Emperor’s Tomb.
Travel Dates for the Xian Extension
June 28 • Beijing to Xian
June 29 • Xian to Beijing
June 30 • Beijing to U.S.
Accommodations: Hilton Hotel Xian (1 night), New
World Beijing Hotel (1 night)
*You will receive a detailed itinerary upon enrollment

Main Tour, Adult, Double Occupancy
Single Supplement
Pre & Post-Tour Extensions
Hong Kong Pre-Extension
Huang Mountains Pre-Extension
Chengde Post-Extension
Xian Post-Extension

$5,990
$1,990

$1,990
$2,100
$1,390
$1,690

Single Supplement
Single Supplement
Single Supplement
Single Supplement

$595
$795
$395
$495

Roundtrip International Air available through Airtreks. For pricing, please contact Airtreks directly
at 415.977.7136 or at china-advocates@airtreks.com.
Private Airport Transfers upon arrival and departure are recommended and available through China
Advocates. Call 888.333.2585

Main Tour Includes: • Double occupancy accommodations • All meals listed in itinerary • All sightseeing, entertainment, and cultural activities listed in itinerary • Chinese airport taxes • All group air and ground transportation within
China • English-speaking Chinese local tour guides • Johns Hopkins Leaders (with a minimum of 15 participants) •
China Advocates’ national tour director (with a minimum of 10 participants) • Gratuities to local guides and drivers
on main tour • Preparatory materials
Not Included: • Domestic U.S. and international airfare • Gratuities to national tour director • Gratuities on extensions • Airport transfers and porterage • Visa processing • Meals not included in the tour • Excess baggage charges •
Travel insurance • Items of a personal nature

For more information, please contact China Advocates at 888-333-2585 or 415-334-4505
or email travel@china-advocates.com.
For Johns Hopkins related questions please call 1-800-548-5481.

Tour Reservation Form

Johns Hopkins University: China’s Changing Frontier
June 14–28, 2016

Enclosed is a deposit for $ ____________ ($700 per person) to hold ________ place(s). Please make
checks payable to China Advocates. Final payment is due March 16, 2016.

Name (1)___________________________________________________________________________
please print your name as it appears on your passport

Class/Year

Date of Birth

Name (2)___________________________________________________________________________
please print your name as it appears on your passport

Class/Year

Date of Birth

Address __________________________________________ City __________________________

State ______ Zip _______________ Phone: ___________________________________________
Alt. Phone: _____________________________ E-mail: ________________________________
Optional Extensions:

Accommodations:
Bed Request:

Double

One Bed

Hong Kong Pre-Tour
Chengde Post-Tour
Single

Two Beds

Huang Mountains Pre-Tour
Xian Post-Tour

I need assistance in securing a roommate.

(I understand that if a roommate cannot be secured for me,
I agree to pay the single supplement fee(s).)

Non-Smoker

Smoker (based on availability)

***All rooms will be requested as non-smoking unless otherwise advised.

Note: A small portion of the cost of your trip supports the Johns Hopkins Alumni Travel Program.

Eligibility: At least one member of the traveling party is required to make a sustaining financial contribution
of $50 or more to the Johns Hopkins Alumni Association within the fiscal year. Please visit
alumni.jhu.edu/support.
I/We understand that, by signing below, I/we acknowledge that the Terms and Conditions section of this
brochure has been read and accepted.

Signature ______________________________________________________ Date ______________

Signature ______________________________________________________ Date ______________
Credit Card Payment (Deposit and/or Membership fee only):

Card Number:__________________________________ Exp. Date _________CVV Code________

(Final Balance must be paid by check, payable to China Advocates)

(Visa/MC 3 digits on back,
Amex 4 digits on front)

Signature ______________________________________________________ Date ______________
Mail, fax, or email reservation form with deposit to

China Advocates • 3843 Brickway Blvd. Suite 210 • Santa Rosa, CA • 95403
fax: 415. 841.1790 • email: travel@china-advocates.com

F AC ULT Y L EADER S

P I CTURE SQ UE C HI NA

Enriching Your Experience with Extraordinary Experts

Experience the Delights of a Well-Crafted Tour

P R O F E S S O R H U A TA O

Hua Tao (华涛) currently serves as Professor of
Chinese Studies at the HNC and Professor and
Doctoral Advisor at Nanjing University’s
Nationalities and Border Areas Research Institute. An
expert on the history and contemporary development
of China’s northwestern minorities and on the
history of Islam in China, he has taught at the HNC
since 1994. He authored a volume on the history of
China’s western regions from the eight to 10th
centuries and has published articles in various
academic outlets such as Journal of Asian History (in
English), Les cahiers de studia iranica (English), Eurasian Studies (English),
Historical Research (历史研究), Ethno-national Studies (民族研究), Ethnologia (民族
学界[Taiwan]), Studies in World Religions (世界宗教研究), The Journal of Hui
Muslim Minority Studies《回族研究》, The Journal of Xinjiang University《新疆大
学学报》, The Journal of Western Region Studies《西域研究》and The Journal of
Central Asia《中亚学刊》.
Professor Hua will lecture on the following topics: Debates over Ethnic Cultures in Yunnan and
China; Muslim Architecture of Yunnan; What Are the Implications of Mongol’s Conquest of Dali
and then China; Why is Naxi a Minzu.

P R O F E S S O R D AV I D M . LA M P TO N

David M. Lampton serves as the George and Sadie Hyman
Professor and Director of China Studies at The Johns
Hopkins University Paul H. Nitze School of Advanced
International Studies. He is also Chairman of The Asia
Foundation. Before assuming those posts, he was
Founding Director of the China Studies Program at The
Nixon Center (now the Center for the National Interest)
from 1998-2006, President of the National Committee on
U.S.-China Relations from 1988-1997, Founding Director of
the China Policy Program at the American Enterprise
Institute from 1985-1988, and Associate Professor of
Political Science at The Ohio State University, where he
started his academic career in 1974.
An expert on Chinese domestic politics and U.S.-China relations, his research
interests span topics as broad as the politics of healthcare, water, urbanization, and
hydroelectric and nuclear energy. His most recent book is Following the Leader: Ruling
China, from Deng Xiaoping to Xi Jinping (University of California Press, 2014), and his
articles have appeared in numerous journals and magazines such as Foreign Affairs,
The New York Times, and the Chinese magaizine Caijing. He has testified before
Senate and House committees of the U.S. Congress and made many media
appearances.
He received his Ph.D. and undergraduate degrees from Stanford University. In
June 2010 he received the inaugural Scalapino Prize awarded by the National Bureau
of Asian Research and the Woodrow Wilson International Center for Scholars for
“exceptional contributions to America’s understanding of the vast changes
underway in Asia and commitment to bridging the gap between academe and
policy.” He now serves on the advisory boards of the National Bureau of Asian
Research and the U.S.-China Education Trust.
Professor Lampton will lecture on the following topics: Chinese-American Cooperation in
World War II and Its Legacy for U.S.-China Cooperation Today; Asia's Water Tower, Water
Problems, and Dam Building in China.

Dear Alumni and Friends,

Join Johns Hopkins’ superb China experts—professors Hua Tao and David M.
Lampton—on a fascinating exploration of China’s changing frontier.
This travel program is scheduled to coincide with the celebration of the 30th
anniversary of the Hopkins-Nanjing Center (HNC), a collaborative initiative
between Johns Hopkins University and Nanjing University. Founded in 1986, the
HNC is the first educational joint venture in modern China. At its founding in 1986,
the HNC initially drew over 60 students. Today, the HNC attracts 180 students a
year (80 non-Chinese, 100 Chinese) and boasts more than 2,600 alumni.
Start the journey in Shanghai, a historic city leading China’s rapid
modernization. In Nanjing see the major highlights as well as attend a syposium at
the HNC with sessions on international finance; energy, resources and the
environment; and U.S.-China relations followed by a Convocation and
Commemoration Ceremony. Then, fly southwest to Yunnan Province, famous for its
stunning alpine forests, pristine glaciers, and colorful minority villages. Explore the
capital of Yunnan province, Kunming, and visit the Flying Tiger’s Museum, a
testament to the region’s vital role to Allied and Japanese forces during WW II. Visit
Xiaowan Dam, the world's second highest arch dam and the third largest
hydroelectric power station in China, and learn about the dam’s impact on the local
community. Learn about Muslim architecture and influence along the Tea Horse
Road, China’s ancient trade route with Tibet and an important supply route
between India and China during WW II. Be immersed in traditional Chinese life
with a stay at the beautiful Linden Centre, a meticulously restored historic
courtyard mansion founded by fellow JHU alum, Brian Linden HNC ‘88. End in the
imperial capital, Beijing, where historic monuments and modern towers mingle
together to create a grand city like no other.
Professors Hua and Lampton along with your local guides will prove
resourceful travel companions, with
insightful commentary that gives context
to the China you will see. Since space is
limited, be sure to get your reservation in
today!

AIR: Air cancellations and penalties are based on
each carrier and ticket. Be sure to review these
policies before purchasing air via Airtreks. China
Advocates, Inc., and Johns Hopkins University
are not responsible for any penalties incurred due
to air changes or cancellations.

CANCELLATIONS: No cancellation is valid until it
is received in writing by the office of China
Advocates. Cancellation penalties are based on
the date of receipt of written notice and are as
follows: 91 or more days prior to departure, a
cancellation fee of $500 per person is retained;
90-46 days prior to departure, $1,500 per
person; 45-31 days prior to departure, $2,500
per person; 30-0 days prior to departure, no
refund is made.
Cancellation penalties for additional hotel nights,
hotel and cruise ship room upgrades, tour extensions, and any special arrangements, are as follows: 50-31 days prior to departure, 25% of
cost is retained; 30-0 days prior to departure,
no refund is made.

RESPONSIBILITIES: China Advocates, Inc., and
Johns Hopkins University act only as agents for
the various carriers for which tickets are provided
and assumes no responsibility or liability in connection
with the service of any train, vessel, carriage, aircraft,
motor vehicle or other conveyance which may be used
either wholly or in part, in the performance of their duty to
the passenger. Neither will they be responsible for any act,
error, or omission or for any injury, loss, accident, delay or
irregularity which may be occasioned by a reason of any
defect in any vehicles, or through neglect or default of any
company or person engaged in conveying the passenger,
or for any hotel proprietor, hotel service or restaurant, or
for any other person engaged in carrying out the purpose
for which tickets or coupons are issued. In the event it
becomes necessary or advisable for the comfort or well
being of the passengers, or for any reason whatsoever, to
alter itinerary or arrangements, such alterations may be
made without penalty to the operators. The right is reserved to withdraw any or all tours should conditions
warrant, also to decline to accept or retain any passengers

T HE A NCIE NT C UL T URES & N AT URAL W O NDERS
WITH PROFESSORS

OF

Y UNN AN

D AV I D M . L A M P T O N & H U A TA O

as members for the tours. In such instances, there may be
no refund for unused portions of the tour. Refunds for
unused carrier tickets may be only in accordance with the
regulations of the carrier. CST 2064278-40. Registration
as a seller of travel does not constitute approval by the
State of California. All legal questions will be settled
within the jurisdiction of the County of San Francisco,
California.

VISA: To obtain a Chinese visa, a passport is required that
is valid for at least six months beyond the duration of the
tour. Travelers are responsible for their own visas.
Trip cancellation insurance is highly recommended
and available. You will receive travel insurance information once you are confirmed on the program.
Itinerary is subject to modification.

Prices are subject to change without notice.

IN CELEBRATION OF THE 30TH A NNIVERSARY OF
THE HOPKINS-NANJING CENTER

Best regards,

Marguerite Jones A&S ‘74, Bus ‘88
Travel Program Director
Johns Hopkins University

CHINA’S CHANGING FRONTIER

3400 N. Charles Street
San Martin Center, 2nd Floor
Baltimore, MD 21218-2696

• Rates are per person and do not include international air:

TERMS & CONDITIONS
RESERVATIONS: Bookings are subject to the terms
and conditions mentioned in these sections. By
placing a deposit you agree to the terms and
conditions listed herein. To confirm your reservation, a deposit of $700 per person is required.
Credit card payment is accepted for the deposit
only; final balance must be paid by check.
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T O UR C O ST

June 14–28, 2016

S HANGHAI • N ANJING • K UNMING • X IAOWAN D AM • W EISHAN •
D ONGLIANHUA V ILLAGE • X IZHOU V ILLAGE • D ALI • B EIJING
Temple of Heaven, Beijing

Main Tour, Adult, Double Occupancy
Single Supplement
Pre & Post-Tour Extensions
Hong Kong Pre-Extension
Huang Mountains Pre-Extension
Chengde Post-Extension
Xian Post-Extension

$5,990
$1,990

$1,990
$2,100
$1,390
$1,690

Single Supplement
Single Supplement
Single Supplement
Single Supplement

$595
$795
$395
$495

Roundtrip International Air available through Airtreks. For pricing, please contact Airtreks directly
at 415.977.7136 or at china-advocates@airtreks.com.
Private Airport Transfers upon arrival and departure are recommended and available through China
Advocates. Call 888.333.2585

Main Tour Includes: • Double occupancy accommodations • All meals listed in itinerary • All sightseeing, entertainment, and cultural activities listed in itinerary • Chinese airport taxes • All group air and ground transportation within
China • English-speaking Chinese local tour guides • Johns Hopkins Leaders (with a minimum of 15 participants) •
China Advocates’ national tour director (with a minimum of 10 participants) • Gratuities to local guides and drivers
on main tour • Preparatory materials
Not Included: • Domestic U.S. and international airfare • Gratuities to national tour director • Gratuities on extensions • Airport transfers and porterage • Visa processing • Meals not included in the tour • Excess baggage charges •
Travel insurance • Items of a personal nature

For more information, please contact China Advocates at 888-333-2585 or 415-334-4505
or email travel@china-advocates.com.
For Johns Hopkins related questions please call 1-800-548-5481.

Tour Reservation Form

Johns Hopkins University: China’s Changing Frontier
June 14–28, 2016

Enclosed is a deposit for $ ____________ ($700 per person) to hold ________ place(s). Please make
checks payable to China Advocates. Final payment is due March 16, 2016.

Name (1)___________________________________________________________________________
please print your name as it appears on your passport

Class/Year

Date of Birth

Name (2)___________________________________________________________________________
please print your name as it appears on your passport

Class/Year

Date of Birth

Address __________________________________________ City __________________________

State ______ Zip _______________ Phone: ___________________________________________
Alt. Phone: _____________________________ E-mail: ________________________________
Optional Extensions:

Accommodations:
Bed Request:

Double

One Bed

Hong Kong Pre-Tour
Chengde Post-Tour
Single

Two Beds

Huang Mountains Pre-Tour
Xian Post-Tour

I need assistance in securing a roommate.

(I understand that if a roommate cannot be secured for me,
I agree to pay the single supplement fee(s).)

Non-Smoker

Smoker (based on availability)

***All rooms will be requested as non-smoking unless otherwise advised.

Note: A small portion of the cost of your trip supports the Johns Hopkins Alumni Travel Program.

Eligibility: At least one member of the traveling party is required to make a sustaining financial contribution
of $50 or more to the Johns Hopkins Alumni Association within the fiscal year. Please visit
alumni.jhu.edu/support.
I/We understand that, by signing below, I/we acknowledge that the Terms and Conditions section of this
brochure has been read and accepted.

Signature ______________________________________________________ Date ______________

Signature ______________________________________________________ Date ______________
Credit Card Payment (Deposit and/or Membership fee only):

Card Number:__________________________________ Exp. Date _________CVV Code________

(Final Balance must be paid by check, payable to China Advocates)

(Visa/MC 3 digits on back,
Amex 4 digits on front)

Signature ______________________________________________________ Date ______________
Mail, fax, or email reservation form with deposit to

China Advocates • 3843 Brickway Blvd. Suite 210 • Santa Rosa, CA • 95403
fax: 415. 841.1790 • email: travel@china-advocates.com

F AC ULT Y L EADER S

P I CTURE SQ UE C HI NA

Enriching Your Experience with Extraordinary Experts

Experience the Delights of a Well-Crafted Tour

P R O F E S S O R H U A TA O

Hua Tao (华涛) currently serves as Professor of
Chinese Studies at the HNC and Professor and
Doctoral Advisor at Nanjing University’s
Nationalities and Border Areas Research Institute. An
expert on the history and contemporary development
of China’s northwestern minorities and on the
history of Islam in China, he has taught at the HNC
since 1994. He authored a volume on the history of
China’s western regions from the eight to 10th
centuries and has published articles in various
academic outlets such as Journal of Asian History (in
English), Les cahiers de studia iranica (English), Eurasian Studies (English),
Historical Research (历史研究), Ethno-national Studies (民族研究), Ethnologia (民族
学界[Taiwan]), Studies in World Religions (世界宗教研究), The Journal of Hui
Muslim Minority Studies《回族研究》, The Journal of Xinjiang University《新疆大
学学报》, The Journal of Western Region Studies《西域研究》and The Journal of
Central Asia《中亚学刊》.
Professor Hua will lecture on the following topics: Debates over Ethnic Cultures in Yunnan and
China; Muslim Architecture of Yunnan; What Are the Implications of Mongol’s Conquest of Dali
and then China; Why is Naxi a Minzu.

P R O F E S S O R D AV I D M . LA M P TO N

David M. Lampton serves as the George and Sadie Hyman
Professor and Director of China Studies at The Johns
Hopkins University Paul H. Nitze School of Advanced
International Studies. He is also Chairman of The Asia
Foundation. Before assuming those posts, he was
Founding Director of the China Studies Program at The
Nixon Center (now the Center for the National Interest)
from 1998-2006, President of the National Committee on
U.S.-China Relations from 1988-1997, Founding Director of
the China Policy Program at the American Enterprise
Institute from 1985-1988, and Associate Professor of
Political Science at The Ohio State University, where he
started his academic career in 1974.
An expert on Chinese domestic politics and U.S.-China relations, his research
interests span topics as broad as the politics of healthcare, water, urbanization, and
hydroelectric and nuclear energy. His most recent book is Following the Leader: Ruling
China, from Deng Xiaoping to Xi Jinping (University of California Press, 2014), and his
articles have appeared in numerous journals and magazines such as Foreign Affairs,
The New York Times, and the Chinese magaizine Caijing. He has testified before
Senate and House committees of the U.S. Congress and made many media
appearances.
He received his Ph.D. and undergraduate degrees from Stanford University. In
June 2010 he received the inaugural Scalapino Prize awarded by the National Bureau
of Asian Research and the Woodrow Wilson International Center for Scholars for
“exceptional contributions to America’s understanding of the vast changes
underway in Asia and commitment to bridging the gap between academe and
policy.” He now serves on the advisory boards of the National Bureau of Asian
Research and the U.S.-China Education Trust.
Professor Lampton will lecture on the following topics: Chinese-American Cooperation in
World War II and Its Legacy for U.S.-China Cooperation Today; Asia's Water Tower, Water
Problems, and Dam Building in China.

Dear Alumni and Friends,

Join Johns Hopkins’ superb China experts—professors Hua Tao and David M.
Lampton—on a fascinating exploration of China’s changing frontier.
This travel program is scheduled to coincide with the celebration of the 30th
anniversary of the Hopkins-Nanjing Center (HNC), a collaborative initiative
between Johns Hopkins University and Nanjing University. Founded in 1986, the
HNC is the first educational joint venture in modern China. At its founding in 1986,
the HNC initially drew over 60 students. Today, the HNC attracts 180 students a
year (80 non-Chinese, 100 Chinese) and boasts more than 2,600 alumni.
Start the journey in Shanghai, a historic city leading China’s rapid
modernization. In Nanjing see the major highlights as well as attend a syposium at
the HNC with sessions on international finance; energy, resources and the
environment; and U.S.-China relations followed by a Convocation and
Commemoration Ceremony. Then, fly southwest to Yunnan Province, famous for its
stunning alpine forests, pristine glaciers, and colorful minority villages. Explore the
capital of Yunnan province, Kunming, and visit the Flying Tiger’s Museum, a
testament to the region’s vital role to Allied and Japanese forces during WW II. Visit
Xiaowan Dam, the world's second highest arch dam and the third largest
hydroelectric power station in China, and learn about the dam’s impact on the local
community. Learn about Muslim architecture and influence along the Tea Horse
Road, China’s ancient trade route with Tibet and an important supply route
between India and China during WW II. Be immersed in traditional Chinese life
with a stay at the beautiful Linden Centre, a meticulously restored historic
courtyard mansion founded by fellow JHU alum, Brian Linden HNC ‘88. End in the
imperial capital, Beijing, where historic monuments and modern towers mingle
together to create a grand city like no other.
Professors Hua and Lampton along with your local guides will prove
resourceful travel companions, with
insightful commentary that gives context
to the China you will see. Since space is
limited, be sure to get your reservation in
today!

AIR: Air cancellations and penalties are based on
each carrier and ticket. Be sure to review these
policies before purchasing air via Airtreks. China
Advocates, Inc., and Johns Hopkins University
are not responsible for any penalties incurred due
to air changes or cancellations.

CANCELLATIONS: No cancellation is valid until it
is received in writing by the office of China
Advocates. Cancellation penalties are based on
the date of receipt of written notice and are as
follows: 91 or more days prior to departure, a
cancellation fee of $500 per person is retained;
90-46 days prior to departure, $1,500 per
person; 45-31 days prior to departure, $2,500
per person; 30-0 days prior to departure, no
refund is made.
Cancellation penalties for additional hotel nights,
hotel and cruise ship room upgrades, tour extensions, and any special arrangements, are as follows: 50-31 days prior to departure, 25% of
cost is retained; 30-0 days prior to departure,
no refund is made.

RESPONSIBILITIES: China Advocates, Inc., and
Johns Hopkins University act only as agents for
the various carriers for which tickets are provided
and assumes no responsibility or liability in connection
with the service of any train, vessel, carriage, aircraft,
motor vehicle or other conveyance which may be used
either wholly or in part, in the performance of their duty to
the passenger. Neither will they be responsible for any act,
error, or omission or for any injury, loss, accident, delay or
irregularity which may be occasioned by a reason of any
defect in any vehicles, or through neglect or default of any
company or person engaged in conveying the passenger,
or for any hotel proprietor, hotel service or restaurant, or
for any other person engaged in carrying out the purpose
for which tickets or coupons are issued. In the event it
becomes necessary or advisable for the comfort or well
being of the passengers, or for any reason whatsoever, to
alter itinerary or arrangements, such alterations may be
made without penalty to the operators. The right is reserved to withdraw any or all tours should conditions
warrant, also to decline to accept or retain any passengers

T HE A NCIE NT C UL T URES & N AT URAL W O NDERS
WITH PROFESSORS

OF

Y UNN AN

D AV I D M . L A M P T O N & H U A TA O

as members for the tours. In such instances, there may be
no refund for unused portions of the tour. Refunds for
unused carrier tickets may be only in accordance with the
regulations of the carrier. CST 2064278-40. Registration
as a seller of travel does not constitute approval by the
State of California. All legal questions will be settled
within the jurisdiction of the County of San Francisco,
California.

VISA: To obtain a Chinese visa, a passport is required that
is valid for at least six months beyond the duration of the
tour. Travelers are responsible for their own visas.
Trip cancellation insurance is highly recommended
and available. You will receive travel insurance information once you are confirmed on the program.
Itinerary is subject to modification.

Prices are subject to change without notice.

IN CELEBRATION OF THE 30TH A NNIVERSARY OF
THE HOPKINS-NANJING CENTER

Best regards,

Marguerite Jones A&S ‘74, Bus ‘88
Travel Program Director
Johns Hopkins University

CHINA’S CHANGING FRONTIER

3400 N. Charles Street
San Martin Center, 2nd Floor
Baltimore, MD 21218-2696

• Rates are per person and do not include international air:

TERMS & CONDITIONS
RESERVATIONS: Bookings are subject to the terms
and conditions mentioned in these sections. By
placing a deposit you agree to the terms and
conditions listed herein. To confirm your reservation, a deposit of $700 per person is required.
Credit card payment is accepted for the deposit
only; final balance must be paid by check.
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